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Editorial
Vážení čtenáři,
dovolte mi, abych v úvodních slovech mimořádného vydání časopisu Aplikovaná psychologie /
Applied Psychology vyjádřil radost z toho, že se našemu terezínskému periodiku dostává čím dál
více pozornosti také mimo tuzemské akademické prostředí. Svědčí o tom skutečnost, že
v posledním období (2020-2021) velmi stoupl zájem zahraničních pedagogů publikovat zde
vědecké a odborné studie. Redakční rada se, s ohledem na uvedené skutečnosti, rozhodla zařadit
pro letošní rok 2021 třetí, mimořádné číslo. Svým způsobem tak doplňuje dluh z let 2018-2019,
kdy především z technických důvodu bylo publikováno o číslo méně. Na druhé straně chceme také
vyjít vstříc akademickým pracovníkům, kteří na výzvu rektora VŠAPs, PhDr. Štefana
Medzihorského, z minulého čísla ( Editorial 10/2021), poslali do naší redakce své příspěvky. Jsme
potěšeni, že články, které v tomto vydání našly své místo, budou obohacením psychologických
aplikací, které nalézáme v širších oblastech, jakými jsou například kultura, umění, církevní hudba
a také sport. Z psychologických aspektů, prolínajících život každého z nás, máme tak možnost
i v těchto a dalších směrech poznávat různorodost projevů lidské psychiky

doc. ThDr. Patrik Maturkanič, PhD.
prorektor Vysoké školy aplikované psychologie
pro vědu a výzkum
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The Social Problem: Negative Consequences of Unemployment
Sociálny problém: Negatívne dôsledky nezamestnanosti
Ladislav Takács, Andrea Lesková

Abstract
Unemployment is one of the most commonly used words during the COVID pandemic. It is one
of the economic and social phenomena that affects a large part of the population. This article
analyzes the most traumatic effects of this phenomenon on the individual and his immediate
family. It interprets serious problems with the identity of the unemployed person, changing social
roles and human status. The article also focuses on the decline in living standards, while also
touching on the social exclusion of the person from the community. In addition to these
consequences, it also deals with health problems that are both physical and mental in nature and
occur immediately to unemployed people. Unemployment does not only apply to a given person,
it affects the number of people in a close circle, mostly the family. It stigmatizes a person, the
environment of a person without paid work creates a fertile field for family dysfunction and
a declining demographic curve, which is a bad memento for future generations and society as
a whole. As the coronovirus has been present in our lives for over two years, the article also raises
the question of long-term unemployment, which is the most serious form of unemployment. In this
form, there are often socio-pathological phenomena, with which we will imagine a few in the
article, i. alcoholism, drug use, poverty, crime, homelessness The topicality and seriousness of the
subject is undeniable, as it poses a threat to a large part of the population and we must therefore
address it with full responsibility.

Keywords: unemployment, identity, standard of living, illness, family, socio-pathological
phenomena.

Abstrakt
Nezamestnanosť je počas pandémie COVID – u z jedným najčastejšie používaným slovom. Patrí
medzi ekonomicko – sociálne javy, ktorý postihuje značnú časť obyvateľstva. Tento článok
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analyzuje najtraumatizujúce dopady tohto fenoménu na jednotlivca a na jeho blízku rodinu.
Interpretuje vážne problémy s identitou nezamestnanej osoby, meniace sa sociálne role a status
človeka. Článok sa zameriava aj na klesanie životnej úrovne, pričom sa dotkne aj sociálneho
vylúčenia danej osoby zo spoločenstva. Popri týchto dôsledkoch sa venuje aj zdravotným
ťažkostiam, ktoré sú fyzického ako aj psychického charakteru a nastupujú okamžite u ľudí bez
práce. Nezamestnanosť sa nevzťahuje len na danú osobu, ovplyvňuje množstvo ľudí v blízkom
kruhu, najviac rodinu. Stigmatizuje človeka, prostredie osoby bez platenej práce vytvára úrodné
pole na disfunkčnosť rodiny a klesajúcu demografickú krivku, ktorá je zlým mementom pre
budúce generácie a celkovú spoločnosť. Nakoľko koronavírus je prítomný v našich životoch už
vyše dvoch rokov, článok otvára otázku sj dlhodobej nezamestnanosti, ktorá je najvážnejšia forma
nezamestnanosti. Pri tejto forme často nastupujú sociálne – patologické javy, s ktorých si zopár
predstavíme v článku, tj. alkoholizmus, užívanie drog, chudoba, kriminalita, bezdomovectvo.
Aktuálnosť a vážnosť témy je nepopierateľná, lebo predstavuje hrozbu pre značnú časť populácie
a preto sa jej musíme venovať s plnou zodpovednosťou.
Kľúčové slová: nezamestnanosť, identita, životná úroveň, choroba, rodina, sociálno-patologické
javy.

Introduction
Unemployment is stressful for everyone. The negative consequences are beginning to be
manifested by the loss of identity, the loss of interest in social events, the standard of living is
gradually declining and stress and illness are increasing. Another negative is the risk of family
breakdown. The culmination of the crisis are socio-pathological phenomena that can lead to crime.
Man and his individuality are directly dependent on social existence. The awareness of this social
dependence, as stated by Lesková (Lesková, 2021), led, on the one hand, to an understanding of
universal reciprocity and the necessity to participate in a common life. On the other hand, one has
realized that this addiction can also be abused and it is through it that I can exploit or blackmail
others. However, the aspect of awareness of dependence on others has its merits, because it brings
with it an understanding of the dignity and importance of another person. An illustration of this is
social media environment, that was „specifically designed to reach a large audience” (Tkáčová,
Pavlíková, Tvrdoň & Jenisová, 2021). The environment of today´s social media is visited and used
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every day, offering a place, where many users create online communities to share information,
ideas, personal messages, and other content to meet their needs (Tkáčová, Pavlíková, Maturkanič
& Kobylarek, 2021). Thus, users immers themselves in a world that transcends their local culture,
state borders or own language and experience unlimited opportunities that massively transcend the
existing boundaries (Tkáčová, Tvrdoň, Králik & Kalugina, 2021).
Social functioning refers to the fact that there is an interaction between people and the
environment. Each environment places different demands on a person, it defines the social roles
to which a person must respond. As long as this interaction is in balance, there are no disturbing
situations. As soon as the balance destabilizes and the individual or group is unable to cope with
the situation, a social problem arises (Palovičová, 2011). Social problems occur not only with
changes in the interaction between the environment and the person himself, but also with the postsocial functioning of man in society. This is also the case in severe social conditions that are
directly or indirectly related to the health status of the individual or the majority population
(Budayová, 2021).
Unemployment is also such a social problem. Bruno Zwicker states that unemployment affects the
entire human psyche, intellectuality, emotionality and willpower. However, we must not
generalize the effects, either qualitatively or quantitatively (Buchtová, 2013). In addition to mental
problems, which can be traumatic, we also talk about poor physical health, life under constant
stress, financial, social and, last but not least, ethical issues. However, these and other problems
characterize the majority of disadvantaged job seekers and the number of unemployed. With these
words, a picture can be created in our thoughts, which was interpreted by the Danish philosopher
Soren Kierkegaard being human in the world. He said that a person will really start to exist (live)
only in crisis situations. Can we agree with the greatest Danish philosopher? Can we think and act
soberly in difficult life situations? Our belief is that if you allow enough time to think about your
actions and settle your current position in your head, you will make more rational decisions, even
if it may not be right.
How much do we actually know about the effects of unemployment? We can find out the
unemployment rate, the amount of support provided by the state, and there are also many books
that focus on the problems of unemployed people and convey the image of an unemployed citizen
to those who have not even been affected by unemployment. Can we understand people's problems
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if job loss has not met us yet? We must take this issue very seriously, because unemployment is
a crisis not only for the person in question, but also for his family and for society as a whole.

1. Loss of identity
Work is a concept that is given deep importance in today's modern society. The social status of the
individual is determined on the basis of the person's position at work. Through one's earnings, one
develops a certain standard of living, but that is not the only reason for work. It brings him personal
satisfaction and a lasting role in society. It is indisputable that work is an activity to satisfy human
needs and results in various tangible and intangible products, so it always has a social character. It
takes place in a certain social and cultural environment, brings ties with other social phenomena,
determines the social identity of the individual. Job loss necessarily represents a change in life
(Lesková, 2016). Losing a job for a person can mean a decline in lifestyle and an uncertain future.
„Work is a tool to lift a person, it completes his personality. Creativity also includes pneumatic
features. In this sense, human work has both technical and ethical significance” (Hrehová, 2005).
Through work, one gathers one's own intellect, develops abilities, talent, creativity, familiarity,
solidarity and makes new friends. Social life without work is difficult to imagine. For each
individual, unemployment is a very consistent and complex issue that changes their nature and
relationships. In any case, it shakes his identity, the strength of the personality and the environment
play an important role in coping with the situation. Who is a strong personality and firmly stands
on his basic pillars and values, then identity does not have to change. In other cases, it may fall
apart and in some cases be lost. In terms of long-term unemployment, even the strongest people
can go through an identical crisis. As a result of the negative phenomenon of unemployment, there
is a reduction in total consumption. In any case, the consumption of goods gives people the
opportunity to express their personal identity, create and affirm social relationships and ritualize
their time. Unemployment blocks this possibility (Mareš, 2002).
Studies dealing with the self-assessment of the unemployed largely confirm reduced self-esteem
and self-esteem. „T. Cassidy has confirmed that the unemployed, who place themselves in this
category, are more distressed than those who have retained the identity of their profession or
occupation” (Schraggeová, 2011). The author further states that the unemployed who continued to
identify with their profession saw themselves more positively in terms of activity (more
independent of others, harder), competences (more valuable, proud, more capable) and perceived
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their economic status in a better light. It has been confirmed that the loss of a person's social
identity status is one of the essential elements leading to a decrease in self-esteem, self-esteem and
a feeling of incompetence (Schraggeová, 2011).
In periods of unemployment, there may also be so-called accidental crises. These are a test for an
individual in dealing with difficult situations. Tests its adaptation to the issue. These problems can
be exacerbated if negative responses from employers, family and the public are copied. Here, the
identity of the individual is reflected in his actions, thinking and coping in a difficult starting
situation (Hajduska, 2012). Another Hungarian author, Bekecsi Szabó László (2007), writes in his
book Meló-drama in the first person a single issue about a change in the identity of an unemployed
person: This destruction cannot be sustained. Neither the substitute activity around the house nor
the fact that I try to avoid people helps me mainly acquaintances and friends. I make myself
invisible and I have to admit that I feel hatred for people. Suddenly, out of boredom, the bell takes
over and I see a postman through the window. What does he want?” (Bekecsi Szabó, 2007).
In society, the unemployed are assigned a certain status. He is bound by a number of obligations
on the part of the state. It is assumed that a person will take this status as unsatisfactory and will
strive for change. Pressure from society can upset his identity, mainly because the dominant image
in the eyes of the public is still moralizing about unemployed people. From this point of view, the
unemployed themselves are guilty of their problems. A person feels unjustly accused, because it
is not certain that he alone can be responsible for the loss of a job. The loss of identity in such
cases can be unambiguous. However, this is not the only negative impact of unemployment.

2. Decreasing living standards
The most significant negative consequence of unemployment can be considered the deteriorating
economic situation of disadvantaged UoZ. Survival from social benefits in the event of loss of
wages means a significant reduction in living standards. „The need to live only from
unemployment benefits, or even only from social support defined on the basis of a living wage,
means a great reduction in living standards for the unemployed and his family. This is a fact even
though a low standard of living is not limited to unemployment” (Mareš, 2002).
With long-term unemployment, the deteriorating financial situation may reclassify into poverty.
In addition to this socio-pathological phenomenon, we also encounter restrictions on the long-term
unemployed, limited social contacts, prevented from achieving a certain social status or blocking
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participation in some social institutions. In the last two examples, we are talking about the socalled social exclusion of the individual. The income of a family with one or two long-term
unemployed is so low that these families reach the point of poverty and their basic needs for the
functioning of the family are not met. The family is in debt and it is difficult to find a way out of
such a situation. Without a regular income, it is difficult to maintain a set standard of living. The
lack of money is reflected in restrictions on family trips, shopping for clothes, buying household
appliances and in many cases there is not enough money even for basic foodstuffs.
The debts are followed by usury and other negative phenomena, which are closely related to
unemployment, which we will talk about in the next subchapters. The amount of the social benefit
appears to be insufficient, especially for disadvantaged jobseekers, as it also includes older people
who are dependent on expensive medicines; people with disabilities, whose disability and possible
treatment will be consumed by considerable funds. We also have single parents here with minor
children, who need a certain amount of money to provide nutrition and quality education. There is
a public perception, and we also see this at employment offices, that some people in the ranks of
the unemployed are not actively looking for work because their illegal earnings will suffice for
longer than if they were in a “normal“ employment relationship. It is unfair to those long-term
unemployed who are forced to take any worse paid job just to improve their standard of living.
With a decline in living standards, we would stop at another important study in which Austrian
sociologists showed us the profound psychological and social effects of long-term unemployment
in the village of Marienthal, where people lost their jobs overnight as a result of the economic
crisis in 1929. Marie Jahodová, Paul Lazarsfeld and Hans Ziesel combined the use of figures with
the situation of the people of Marienthal. This research has been groundbreaking in empirical
research. They made close contact with them so that they could learn the details of their private
lives. As far as living standards are concerned, the most important day in the two-week cycle for
them was the day on which unemployment benefits were paid. His entire economic life was in that
fourteen-day cycle. On that day, they paid off debts, bought the most necessary food, and cooked
better food than on other days. The children, who felt this cycle in their diet very strongly, looked
forward to the pay day as well as to the holidays. At the end of the two-week cycle, the standard
of living was again at the level of poverty (Buchtová, 2002).
My job at the employment office also includes field work. I visit disadvantaged job seekers in their
homes. Some live in standard flats or houses, but most live and live in very modest conditions and
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their idea of a higher standard of living is completely unrealistic until they find a job. They are
completely identified with this fact. The question remains, can they secure a better life for
themselves and their families while finding a job? Sure, it's also about happiness, but I think it's
mainly about one's determination as much as one wants. The advantage of an employed person is
a stable income, with which he ensures a certain standard of living. In the case of a long-term
unemployed job seeker, there is a problem (not only) with finances and the quality of life is
declining sharply. From a minimum income, they eventually focus on a lower standard of living.
They gradually run out of savings (if they have any at all) and in many cases they get into debt.
Living in long-term unemployment is very difficult and burdensome. It is no coincidence that this
period also affects the physical and mental health of an individual who lives in constant stress. In
the next chapter, we will describe this strong impact of unemployment on people.

3. Stress and illness
Research conducted as early as the 1930s suggested a link between unemployment and
deteriorating health. At that time, attention was focused on the areas of unbalanced diet and
malnutrition and related diseases. In those days, unemployment brought people into absolute
poverty. Today, the welfare state covers the subsistence level better, so the consequences for the
physically healthy unemployed and members of their families are more favorable than in the past.
However, there has been a shift from diseases due to malnutrition to stress-related diseases.
According to the most common opinions today, the problem of the relationship between
unemployment and physical health has a common denominator, and this is the stress already
mentioned. It attacks the cardiovascular system and the human immune system (Mareš, 2002). The
unemployed often suffer from the stigma of failure. They feel responsible for the situation in which
they find themselves. This has long been supported by the fact that society has seen them as
a minority living at the expense of taxpayers and holding the view that they do not want to work.
People affected by unemployment suffer from stress. A new challenge arose at the time, i. to teach
citizens to live in a society where job loss is already a common reality (Hetteš, 2013).
Life events change normal human existence. Does living really mean being stressed? With longterm or recurring unemployment, symptoms associated with emotional instability may already
occur. Some research has confirmed that the mental state of an unemployed person is six times
worse than a person who has a job. An employed person experiences the symptoms of stress half
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as rarely as an unemployed person. They visit a doctor more often and, as we have already
mentioned for long-term unemployed jobseekers, depression, feelings of anxiety and the number
of illnesses are directly proportional to the length of unemployment (Béres, 2012).
Can unemployment be characterized as a stressful situation or rather traumatic? Swiss psychologist
Barwinski – Fäh also deals with such issues, according to which the stress model takes into
account, in addition to intrapsychic factors, also external factors and emphasizes the relationship
between the person, the environment and cognitive processes in the origin and processing of stress.
Stress can or may not become a traumatic experience. Trauma is already a stronger mental shock,
while stress is more of a quantitative dimension, reflecting the amount of stress. He characterizes
unemployment as a cumulative trauma. In a situation of unemployment, symptoms of re-survival
include dismissal, denial of emotions and apathy can be an example of emotional death. At longterm unemployment can also lead to psychological numbness, anxiety and the problem of taking
care of oneself, a constant feeling of being distracted, inability to concentrate, feeling crazy,
anxiety alternating with anger, desire to become invisible (Schraggeová, 2011).
As a result of these psychological problems, health problems often arise. Zdeněk Beleloucký
(2013) also deals with this topic, where he writes that the negative impact of unemployment on
individuals manifests itself in various forms. The deterioration in health status was evidenced both
by the presence of physical symptoms and by increased use of health services by the unemployed.
Long-term effects include a higher probability of developing cardiovascular disease, bronchial
disorders, high blood cholesterol, high blood pressure, diabetes, asthma, skin diseases, stroke,
higher mortality. The mental consequences of unemployment include e.g. depression, alcoholism,
behavioral disorders, suicide attempts, suicides, domestic violence High morbidity in connection
with stress in society is reflected in early deaths, whether it is linked to acts of violence or
secondary somatic diseases. In the case of long-term unemployed jobseekers, the deepening
economic inequality of people undermines social cohesion, makes it difficult to control deviant
health behavior, crime and mutual assistance of members of society (Buchtová, 2013).
These facts cannot be generalized, as unemployment does not exclude an active and positive
lifestyle. It depends on the individual attitudes and moral strength of the person. If a person cannot
regret it and sees his future in a positive perspective, his psyche will not allow him to be sick. We
believe that almost all diseases have a psychological basis. Deteriorating mental condition leads
to deteriorating health. Volunteering has great potential in reducing the impact of unemployment
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on a person's stress. Such work can expand skills and work experience. During voluntary work,
there may be renewal and acquisition of new knowledge, which improves the employability of the
individual (Hetteš, 2013). Active life (even if only) in the form of voluntary work increases the
feeling of personal dignity, need, self-esteem and self-esteem of a unemployed person. He gets out
of the perspective, and this form of work gives him other priorities and opportunities for future
work. Health is the most important element in a person's life, so even for disadvantaged jobseekers
we have to talk about the seriousness of the diseases that afflict and narrow them in their difficult
life situations. Psychologists should help in managing crisis situations, whom we would certainly
welcome at every Labor, Social Affairs and Family Office (ÚPSVaR) in Slovakia. We know that
broken physical but especially mental health affects not only the individual but also his whole
family. As a result of the clerk's experience, we often encounter long-term incapacity for
disadvantaged job seekers. They are unable to cope with the situation of unemployment and see
the solution in the role of the patient. They feel safe in this position because they do not face any
responsibility. They do not have to attend any job interviews, retraining, they are not obliged to go
to the Office of Labor, Social Affairs and Family (UPSVR). In this way, they are able to “function“
for many months, they do not realize that such an attitude mainly harms them. They lose their
motivation and desire to look for a job, they gossip about health problems, which they often just
make.

4. Family breakup
An unemployed person (as a family member) experiences hopelessness, a significantly smaller
financial budget has a negative impact on family relationships. The demands of children are
increasing and the whole atmosphere of the family is deteriorating and becoming more and more
negative. „The future of the nation is shaping in families, which is why the family has an
irreplaceable place in human society (Tvrdoň, Králik, Kévely, 2021). The family protects the
individual from loneliness and makes two previously strangers, people close and happy. Husbands
and wives later become parents and share their happiness with their children” (Hrehová, 2005).
Thus, unemployment never affects only one person, it affects the lives of people with whom he
lives in the same household, but also relatives and acquaintances. People from the immediate area,
ie family members, perceive it most sensitively. Decreasing social activity, not finding a company,
losing communication with friends, closing in on oneself, feelings of anxiety and inferiority,
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depression mainly burden the unemployed family. Man is ashamed of his failure. He stops
communicating, stops making friends and stops trusting people. He has no one to confide in, to
talk about his problems and the emerging tension, he begins to ventilate on his loved ones. He
begins to blame others for his failure. Financial problems also do not add to family well-being
(Béres, 2012).
In his book, Mareš (2002) also analyzes social roles in the family of the unemployed. In many
cases, there is a forced change in everyday habits, often the role of the unemployed in the family
changes. Tensions in the families of the unemployed can also have a positive effect in the form of
family solidarity and support. The family can also become a refuge. Strong support is provided
mainly by the woman's family, not only financially but also in everyday crises, in contact with the
authorities and in childcare. Unemployment affects the family not only through financial
difficulties but also through:


structural disorganization and crises, crises of the family system and disruption of family
customs;



changes in social relations and social isolation of the family in unemployment;



changes in the distribution of domestic work;



changes in the position of the unemployed person in the family system, loss of his status and
authority.

Losing status in the family is painful for everyone, especially in traditionally oriented families
based on the idea of the man as the breadwinner. Unemployment also affects the internal rules of
operation of the family and household. The division of roles and activities in the family are the
main characteristic elements that lose their legitimacy with long-term unemployment. By losing
the role of breadwinner, a man becomes an intruder in his wife's traditional social space. This can
disrupt or even break relationships between individual family members. Divorce is a common
phenomenon among the unemployed, and a connection is currently emerging between
unemployment and domestic violence, as well as between partners and relationships with children.
Social contacts are reduced or literally eliminated. In some families, we are already talking about
a limited educational function of the family. Many families with a disadvantaged jobseeker fail to
fulfill their roles towards their members and society as a result of which family dysfunction occurs
(Mareš, 2002).
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Unemployment is also reflected in reproductive behavior. The increasing average age of grooms
and brides, the declining number of children in families or the postponement of the birth of a child
may seem to us that this is related to the transition to the “Western“ style, this is not the case.
Unemployment also plays a significant role in this situation. The reasons for postponing a wedding
and the birth of offspring are from a financial point of view and due to job insecurity for both
oneself and my partner (Topoliová, 2011).
Unemployment deprives the family of a regular income, which is important for the functioning of
the smallest social unit. However, financial difficulties are not the only obstacle, as it brings unrest,
instability, tension, loss of roles and an uncertain future into the lives of the unemployed family.
The family creates the most important system for people and society. The family provides a sense
of security, support in difficult life situations and when one feels that one is not in trouble alone,
it is easier to cope with difficulties and gain new strength in life. Disadvantaged jobseekers also
need a strong family background, but unfortunately in in many cases they do not find and so there
are undesirable phenomena which, with their negative effects, characterize a considerable rate of
unemployed persons, especially the long-term unemployed.

5. Sociopatological phenomena
A high percentage of long-term unemployment has an adverse effect not only on the individual
but also on society as a whole. The society affected in this way is accompanied by an increased
number of socio – pathological phenomena. What we find rather indirectly: increased consumption
of alcohol, nicotine and drugs; increased crime; increased homelessness; higher incidence of
suicide attempts (Buchtová, 2002). According to statistics from February 2018, the percentage of
long-term unemployment in the Levice district was over 43 % (Statistics, 2018).
Božena Buchtová (2002) states that „unemployment is a significant factor in increased alcohol
consumption, especially among young people, especially men” (Buchtová, 2002). However,
Mareš (2002) does not support this view and argues that the available studies did not confirm the
generally shared opinion on the connection between unemployment and alcoholism (this does not
deny the existence of people who suffered from alcoholism due to job loss), but there is some
connection between smoking and in young people with drug use. Just like at the end of the 19th
century it was alcohol, now it is successfully replaces drugs (Mareš, 2002).
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The priority problem in Slovakia is the use of excessive amounts of alcohol and drugs. What is
alarming, however, is the clear fact that these highly addictive substances are most prevalent
among young unemployed people. With this fact, unemployment can also become a political
problem. Especially if the number of long – term unemployed young people increases and sociopathological phenomena manifest themselves in them, a dangerous germ of the future negative
development of society can be created (Buchtová, 2002). Another problem is prejudice against
minorities and the Roma (Budayová, 2021).
Another pathological phenomenon that undoubtedly represents one of the most serious social
problems of our time is poverty. The phenomenon of poverty is constantly aroused by inequalities
between people and by the unequal distribution of wealth in society. People feel injustice and
refuse to adapt. Another problem is the increase in unemployment during the COVID-19 pandemic
and other epidemics (Maturkanič, P., Tomanová Čergeťová, I., Králik R., Hlad, Ľ., Roubalová,
M., Martin, J. G., Judák, V., Akimjak, A. & Petrikovičová, L., 2022; Budayová, 2020). Poverty
brings with it a number of other problems. An individual in need is forced to make a living, even
if it is against the law. There is no generally accepted concept of poverty and the criteria for poverty
depend on traditions and the current concept of social justice (Tomčíková, 2011). Mareš (1999)
analytically distinguishes between old and new poverty. The old – demographic, horizontal
poverty is independent of the labor market. This poverty can be a state or a way of lasting. New –
vertical poverty is associated with the position of individuals and entire social categories in the
labor market, which also includes disadvantaged job seekers. Even today, old poverty makes up
a large part of the poor, they are sick, physically or mentally handicapped, single parents with
children, the elderly, members of ethnic minorities. At the same time, moving to new poverty
means moving from universal poverty to the selective poverty experience of handicapped groups
who have little chance of finding a job. They are excluded from it or have only a limited chance
(Mareš, 1999).
Unemployed people due to insufficient income often find themselves unable to meet their basic
needs. It is one of the factors influencing crime in the country. We talk a lot about property crime.
They are in such a hopeless situation that they cannot realize the consequences of their action.
Petty thefts up to armed robberies do not justify their actions, but we cannot (or do not want to)
imagine their environment and the conditions in which they live. They also have desires and needs
that they want to fulfill, albeit in an illegal form. With the long-term unemployed, we face the
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problem of usury. It is not just a problem in Roma settlements, it affects many unemployed people
who borrow money from usurers. Those without ethical principles and without mercy can ask the
poorest citizens such interest that for the unemployed, these items are liquidated and they lose
everything. Here comes another socio-pathological phenomenon: homelessness.
Many long-term unemployed people and disadvantaged UoZ do not have a place of permanent
residence, and if they do, they do not stay in this place. The source of their livelihood is the most
common means obtained through the provision of social security (Budayová, 2019). The problem
of employing the homeless stems from their overall situation, when their home becomes a street,
increased alcohol consumption, crime, prostitution and various addictions become a part of their
lives. Gradually, they lose their basic hygiene habits, a negative attitude towards life and the future
appears. In several surveys, the most common cause of homelessness is job loss and related loss
of work habits. They are unable to return to the labor market and fight for paid employment. Other
causes of the situation when one finds oneself on the streets include the lack of affordable housing,
health problems, divorce, death in the family, pathological addictions, domestic violence and also
return from prison (Andrejiová, 2012).

Conclusion
When we taught distance students in Martin (Slovakia), we asked them a question. There are three
borderline situations: partner death, divorce, and job loss. Which one is the easiest? Everyone
answered the third. We told them that the third could lead to divorce and, ultimately, to a significant
deterioration in health, so as not to underestimate the seriousness of the problem. Unemployment
causes existential disorientation in people. If a person in such a difficult situation is not supported
by family, friends and acquaintances, a short-circuit procedure may occur. We are talking about
suicides. The unemployed (especially the long-term, the young and, less frequently, the elderly)
are mainly incomplete, demonstrative suicides. These are mainly “cries“ of a person who needs
but cannot ask in words or is ashamed to ask for help (Gažiová, 2017). The strength of personality
and the sense of belonging can lift a person out of lethargy and find the strength to take their lives
into their own hands, and even with the help of counseling at the Labor, Social Affairs and Family
Office (ÚPSVaR) they can secure better living conditions and find employment. work. The
approach of a clerk, a worker who helps to find a job is very crucial, but let us not forget that it is
not enough for only one party to cooperate. The speaker and the family must support the
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unemployed, they feel co-responsibility for solving his problem (Budayová, 2020). Mutual
cooperation can change the life of an unemployed person in finding their place in society and
satisfying the family and the clerk.
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The Human Experiences of Dying Patients in Palliative Care and their
Relation to Caregivers Involved in their Care
Ľudská skúsenosť umierajúcich pacientov v paliatívnej starostlivosti
a ich vzťah k opatrovateľom, ktorí sa na ich starostlivosti podieľajú

Radoslav Lojan

Abstract
This study examine how views of death have changed over time and the ways in which
contemporary Western societies view and respond to death and dying. Central to this exploration
are problems of culture and technology. This study also focus on the human experiences of dying
patients in palliative care and their relation to caregivers involved in her/his care. Subjectivity is
embodied and all subjectivity is intersubjectivity. We are relational beings. Finally, care is
foundational in our relationships with one another and serves as our most basic and prevalent for
of ethical practice. Care is easily recognizable as an embodied practice: caring knowledge,
affectivity, and also habits are significant constituted by our pre-reflective embodied capacities for
receptivity and responsiveness. In this part this study will explore the ways in which palliative and
end-of-life care has achieved its goals in providing good quality care to all who need it and also
discuss how my analysis of embodiment can help change the way we care for dying persons today.
Keywords: palliative care, suffering, patient, psychological aspects, embodied practice.

Abstrakt
Táto štúdia skúma ako sa v priebehu času menili názory na smrť a ako sa súčasné západné
spoločnosti pozerajú na smrť a umieranie a reagujú na otázku smrti. Následne sa táto štúdia
zameriava na ľudské skúsenosti zomierajúcich pacientov v paliatívnej starostlivosti a ich vzťah
k opatrovateľom, ktorí sa o nich starajú. Nakoniec sa táto štúdia zameriava na to, čo chcú
umierajúci ľudia a čo dostávajú v rámci zdravotnej starostlivosti? Starostlivosť je základom našich
vzájomných vzťahov a slúži ako naša najzákladnejšia a najrozšírenejšia etická prax. Starostlivosť
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je ľahko rozpoznateľná ako stelesnená prax: starostlivosť ako poznanie, afektivita
a tiež návyky, ktoré tvoria naše vopred reflexívne stelesnené schopnosti vnímavosti
a vnímavosti. V štúdii sú predstavené aj spôsoby, akými paliatívna starostlivosť a starostlivosť na
konci života dosiahli svoje ciele v poskytovaní kvalitnej starostlivosti všetkým, ktorí ju potrebujú,
a tiež, ako môže

proces

stelesnenia

pomôcť

zmeniť

spôsob,

akým

sa

staráme

o umierajúcich ľudí s súčasnosti.
Kľúčové slová: paliatívna starostlivosť, utrpenie, pacient, psychologické aspekty, stelesnenie.

Introduction
Usually when you picture a dying person, you may imagine someone in pain, in a hospital, hooked
up to machines and possibly even alone. And to be honest, the fact is that this is true of many
people who die today (some of whom we may know very well). In order to improve end-of-life
care, it is necessary to examine some challenges affecting practices in end-of-life care, and to then
submit a patient-centered and relationship-centered theoretical framework that is comprehensive
in its approach to patients in the terminal stage. Herein lies the reason that my research addresses
the lack of attention paid to the human experiences of embodied terminally ill patients in end-oflife care, be it in regards to themselves, or to the responsibility of family members, professional
caregivers and faith-based communities in being fully present to another human being, and being
open to care for them as willing companions. By keeping people from feeling abandoned, by
alleviating their pain and symptoms, and by providing them the best service possible by medical
professionals, caregivers, volunteers and close families, remarkable things can occur: our parents,
friends or any patient will emanate a sense of genuine contentment, peace and in fact “die well”
(Vogt, 2004). Is this idea just a dream or can it be reality? I believe that it can be reality, but we as
a society have to improve our system of end-of-life care, which I believe to be broken. The roots
of this crisis extend deeper than misguided policies, inadequate pain medication or insufficient
skills of medical personnel: the core problem is technological and cultural. It is a failure of our
society to come to terms with the reality of death and the finite place of people in nature. It is also
our inability to imagine what “success” at the end of life might look like (Callahan, 1993).
Ethicist Daniel Callahan elaborates upon our preoccupation with technology and argues that we
are a nation obsessed with trying to control and defeat the chaotic forces of nature. This has resulted
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in the unconscious belief that medical technology will, with enough miraculous breakthroughs,
overturn the domination of death. Unfortunately, this has resulted in a loss of the meaning and
value of life through a misguided correlation of the length of life with its meaning or sanctity. By
defining death as a failure of medicine, it becomes something that should eventually be overcome
with enough technological research or technological breakthroughs. As pointed out by ethicists
Robert Veatch and Ira Byock, the technological imperative in conjunction with our individualist
and relativists-centered culture has painted us into a corner: any acceptance of death can be avoided
or rejected, and is even a mark of shame for our society. Ethicist and philosopher John F.
Kavanaugh elaborates upon Veatch and Byock’s remarks even deeper. He argues, that „within our
consumerist culture it is easy for us to depersonalize our existence and thus to open the way to
treating ourselves and others as nonpersons. We hide in fear from the deepest questions about
ourselves, becoming willfully forgetful of our own dignity as human beings and losing ourselves
in the many distractions made available by modern technological sophistication” (Kavanaugh, 2001).
Kavanaugh charges, that not only medicine but even philosophy has forgotten the quest for
meaning and wisdom about who we are as human beings and what it means to be embodied and
dependent persons who are seeking self-understanding. According to Kavanaugh, „we cannot
detach ourselves as human beings as we don’t determine the meaning of our own lives, but rather
write our autobiographies within a rich context of meaning that is already set in place be sort of
embodied social animals we are” (Kavanaugh, 2001).
The bottom line here is that priority is not given to a peaceful death or to dying well. There is even
ignorance within the medical community regarding people’s experiences, hopes, compassion,
trust, embodiment, relationality, and dependency; the caring presence of another person can soothe
a dying person’s anguish, pray with them, share stories, sing songs, read poems or even just listen
and witness. It should be noted that in the feminist movement, a number of these ideas have already
been proposed as priorities, although it seems that their voices are still being ignored.
So, how do we value life and approach death? How do we hold our faces to the mirror of dying in
a way that is both natural and reflects the personal reality of each one of us? How might one
endeavor to die well? (Maturkanič, 2021). It has been said that death is an experience that can
only be understood once approached. Thus, let us ask even further: How can one be attentive to
the dying embodied relational person in end-of-life, and how can an embodied relational person
be present in an embodied relationship with another relational person? Finally, is it only those
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people who are lucky enough to remain in control of their intellectual, emotional, and physical
capacities as they near death who can die well? And die as an embodied subject? All these
questions need to be further elaborated, especially those that address the situation and experience
of the dying person and those involved in her/his care.
First of all, let us structure our understanding of death as a natural end to a good life, which cannot
be lived indefinitely, and has a natural end. Death is acceptable when „there is a good fit between
the biological and physical inevitability in general and the particular timing and circumstances of
that death in the life of the dying patient” (Callahan, 1993). This proposed understanding of death
has been suggested by many ethicists, and calls for an important shift in the societal perception of
death (Hlad & Judák, 2019). It has also been suggested by Eva Kittay that a new moral primacy
should be placed upon care and a caring presence. In other words, caring should be accepted as
a primary task in medical practice with the openness and cooperation of volunteers. There has to
be the dominance of caring over curing, not the reverse that we experience in medical practice
today. Importantly, this necessary shift in the societal perception of death and proposed new moral
primacy must be based on the embodiment and relationality of the dying patient and in fact, each
one of us. By further exploring the phenomenon of the human experiences of embodied terminally
ill patients in end-of-life care, we will be able not just to understand what she/he perceives, but
also understand our dependency and the bodily demands placed upon us by other embodied beings.
These analyses will also help us to understand the importance of a caring presence in end-of-life
care.

The human experiences of dying patients and their relation to caregivers
In order to begin to address the human experiences of a dying person in palliative care, one requires
a method of inquiry that opens one onto how life is experienced and lived. Phenomenology is
a methodology that focuses on embodied subjectivity and intersubjectivity. I have found my
thinking to be continually challenged and expanded by Merleau-Ponty’s work and also by
excellent philosophers like John Kavanaugh SJ and Gail Weiss. They have helped me develop my
thinking about the human body/embodiment, and through their work, I was able to find
a framework for my own thoughts.
When speaking about a dying person, the “body” is our point of departure for understanding the
ambiguities of meaningful existence. First of all, the dying person when experiencing her/his body
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does not experience them as an object; the concrete living body in the real world is not just a union
of body and soul, but a subject of experiences that is relational and perceives the world while
requiring the habits of interiority, intimacy and respect. According to Kavanaugh, „My being
human, my embodied-self-consciousness, is the arena of and condition of ethics” (Kavanaugh,
2001).
Therefore, the embodied body of a dying person is according to the phenomenological perspective
composed of both a habitual and present body-subject, and is the meeting place of the past, present
and future; it is carrying forward the past, outlining the future and is in the present living in this
bodily momentum. Most importantly, the dying patient cannot detach herself/himself from her/his
body. Her/his body is permanently present for her/him without ever being able to observe it like
an object. Yet the permanent presence of her/his body is what enables her/him to observe objects.
Her/his embodied body is situated in a dynamic envelopment of her/his limbs (lims) and organs
into a synthesized organism.
Further, the embodied body of a dying person is composed of a ‘schematic unity’ or live body,
which is experienced regardless of any of its parts, functions or materiality. Moreover, as the
embodied body of a dying person refers to the “de jure nature of body schema”, it does not limit
itself to the contents of the actual lived experience or nature, or even the global awareness of the
existing parts of the body. The „live body here is both dynamic and open-ended and is always
responded to in a particular fashion, that is, as a woman’s body, a man’s body, a mother’s body,
a patient’s body, an attractive body, an aging body, a Jewish body” (Weiss, 1999). It only orients
itself inasmuch as it occurs within and through a lived body. Weiss also argues here for the
multiplicity of body images, body images that are copresent in any given individual and that are
themselves constructed through a series of corporeal exchanges that take place both within and
outside of specific bodies. Thus, the lived body of an embodied dying person does not consist as
a totality of its functioning physical parts, nor exist apart from its materiality altogether.
Importantly, bodily spatiality, bodily unity and communion, and bodily intentionality, all
inherently dynamic, are the very conditions for coming into “being-in-the-world”. Thus, it
underlines the embodied person’s entire existence as a human being. Dying persons experience
themselves as being constantly open to the world and made available to space and history. The
only way to find her/his body is to locate them in time, or to spot their body, in the here and now.
The world and space-time is available for a dying person. The ambiguous phenomenon of the body
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is precisely the occasion of historical limitation and liberation at the same time. An embodied,
dying person is unleashed and freed to history. Thus, Weiss also brings to this description of the
dying person how race, gender, class, technology, place, space and time structure affects her/his
ways of being. Weiss also reminds us of the material and social dimension of body images and
intercorporeal basis of body images.
Finally, embodiment is the experience of one’s body as oneself. It is a self-conscious revelation
and an invitation to life. As pointed out by Kavanaugh, „openness and closeness, unity and
separateness, revelation and concealment, freedom and determinateness are the ambiguities or
paradoxes of embodiment” (Kavanaugh, 2001). The body embodies, expresses, and reveals selfconsciousness. The world is fully fleshed, and dying patient flesh is personal utterance. The
patient’s body always reveals more than itself as an object. It reveals herself/himself as the subject
of life. Her/his body reveals an utterance and is a personalization of her/his reality and who he/she
is.
In sum, the embodied dying person is inseparable from the facility of her/his body. Her/his body
must abide in time and history. More importantly, „the dying person is an integrated, embodied
life; an expressive animal, a self-creating drama, an embodied career, a creature of time, a center
of action, a narrative becoming conscious of itself by being both revealing and concealed through
the embodiment of mask… Dying person is life story, narratives that start with endowments that
make possible her/his becoming aware of our story and eventually offer own autobiography”
(Kavanaugh, 2001).
Shifting from the description of the embodiment of a dying person (a body-subject) to others and
the human world, Merleau-Ponty speaks about the body as a vehicle for interaction with other
people. There is therefore room for other incarnate subjectivities, and their points of view
complement the dying person’s body. In fact, it is first of all the body which opens itself to others
and responds to them; there is a mutual presence of incarnate subjects which precedes any
alienation. It is good to point out, that multiple modes of being in-the-world are internally related
and form a social world, as Weiss previously stated. The social world is not ‘a sum of objects’ but
a permanent field in which we all belong through the simple fact of existing, without any
objectification or judgment about it. Most importantly, a dying person’s relations with others is
one in which she/he attempts to influence others while others are simultaneously seeking to
influence her/him (Thurzo, 2018). When she/he dies, the whole body dies and affects or changes
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others. Other people always affect an embodied person’s freedom. However, freedom requires
some power, and that power is sustained by personal commitments; but she/he fulfills their
commitments through a non-conformist approach before others thematize them.
In sum, a dying person, or for that matter any of us, already have an internal relationship to the
natural world by virtue of our possessing sensory functions, and it is impossible to sever the natural
and the social, or to declare one or the other a lower layer. Weiss speaks about these “bodily
imperatives“ as being vital to our end-of-life care or palliative care because especially in human
relations, the body is very often not just the object around which ethical discussions are made, but
a central element in those very discussions. This brings us to our dying person/patient and presents
once again, that the body is not a static object, but actively involved in changing and shifting the
very discussion at hand. In sum, the body and images of the body invade all aspects of our lives
and thinking. Weiss elaborates upon Simone de Beauvoir’s narrative story in her memoir, A Very
Easy Death, where Beauvoir describes and evaluates her mother’s death. This story presents a
fundamental relationship between people in their embodied existence, and the association filled
with other’s demands. It is good to point out, that Beauvoir’s memoir presents the dramatic
changes of her own life, and how her mother’s body was a fundamental aspect in relating to each
other. Someone could even ask: Who really died? What does it mean for my relationship with my
relatives or my community?
In the chapter, “Bodily Imperatives: Toward an Embodied Ethics”, Weiss reminds us of the notion
of embodiment, and that we are affected by others not just when they are in good health, but also
when they are terminally ill or dying. In her own words: „A bodily as opposed to categorical…
arrives at a noncognivist resolution that lacks formal universality but which can nonetheless serve
as a model for how we live, rather than think about morality” (Weiss, 1999; De Beauvoir, 1966).
These presented ideas remind us, especially in Beauvoir’s memoir, to recognize a terminally ill
patient not as an object, but as a subject, or as a person with specific needs and wishes. Weiss
emphasizes this concept when she says, „Beauvoir herself is compelled to grant the moral
legitimacy of these bodily imperatives, despite the fact that her mother’s interests, needs and
desires are so very much in conflict with her own” (Weiss, 1999). Weiss goes even further by
saying that Beauvoir experienced this fully by her responsiveness to her mother’s tacit wish to not
be told that she is dying. Let me conclude this part here with Weiss’ belief that the experience of
being embodied is never a private affair, but that it is always mediated by our continued interaction
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with other human bodies. In our everyday lives, acknowledging and addressing multiple corporeal
exchanges demands a corresponding recognition of the ongoing construction and reconstruction
of our bodies, dying person bodies and our or her/his body images.
While we have focused on embodiment up to this point, we must also address the phenomenon of
relationality. I will draw upon selected ethical and social critical reflections as well as the recent
works of ethicist Lisa S. Cahill and philosopher Eva F. Kittay.
We are all relational human beings. We are all connected and dependent people. Not just the dying
(as is the focus of this paper), but also children, people with mental and physical disabilities, infirm
people, frail elderly people, and even individuals who have lost their way. In reference to the notion
of relationality, our exploration must begin with the human experience as a starting point for us
into the meaning and significance of suffering and death. It opens up for us the perspective that to
be a human person is to be essentially directed toward others. In Cahill’s words, „the body enters
into the subjectivity of the person, mediates that subjectivity to the world and other person interact
with the subject as embodied self” (Cahill, Farley, 1995). In other words, how we experience the
world and especially other people is more than our physiological functioning even though the
nature of our experience cannot be ultimately separated from the way in which our bodies function.
In the end-of-life context, our experience with suffering and death along with a person’s lived
experience are connected and represents the gateway toward dependency for one another.
As we place the dying person within the context of a larger community, it is important to emphasize
that as relational human beings, all human beings by nature are dependent on the care of other
human beings from birth until death. Eva Kittay argues in convincing fashion that dependence,
which is a pre-condition of relationality, begins with our birth. It is also the start of feeling an
ethical responsibility to provide loving and qualified care for terminally ill patients. We must
provide them with all appropriate treatment and medical procedures, and to help them understand
their suffering as dying takes hold of their flesh, affecting their gestures and all their senses. Kittay
explicitly explained dependency, the fundamental experience of humanness, as the following:
„The interdependence begins with dependence. It begins with the dependency of an infant, and
often ends with the dependency of a very ill or frail person close to dying. The infant may develop
into a person who can reciprocate, an individual upon whom another can be dependent and whose
continuing needs make her interdependent with others. The frail elderly person… may herself have
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been involved in a series of interdependent relations. But at some point there is a dependency that
is not yet, nor longer interdependency“ (Kittay, 2003).
This dependence, which is a pre-condition of relationality, also provides the foundation for social
responsibility. As pointed out by Cahill, all individuals embody social relations, including
relationships pertaining to our gender, race, ethnicity, age, class status and communities. All of us
share a common ground for moral action, and important values like freedom and equality stand in
dialectical relation with community solidarity and compassion for each other (Cahill, 1996).
Relational participation in the community is essential for human existence and sharing a vision of
the good life.
I would add to this discourse that responsibility requires publicly shared norms and a moral
community to listen and respond to the actions of each individual. It is important to underline that
no one in society or in a community can be forced to listen and respond to any action: any action
must be pursued in a respectful matter. The emphasis here has to be on an individual’s self-worth
rather than on society in general. In essence, when speaking about personal involvement and social
relations, the question and emphasis should not be on what I am capable of doing but more about
whom I regard as an embodied being? In other words, being a responsible relational being means
more than just occupying a social position that is based on self-interest or only to respond to
a select constituency. One must attempt to address the needs of the many, not of the few. Once
again, we are all living human beings and it is our human relational and social responsibility and
interconnectedness to provide care for them.

Care for the dying
By using all of the previous ideas, especially those referring to embodiment and relationality, we
can focus on the living relationship between a dying and her/his physician, professional health care
providers, or proxy or family members, and enact a caring concern for the other (Fins, 2006).
However, there is still unfortunately, a tragic gap or missing framework between what dying
people want and what they receive (Thurzo, 2015).
An aspect of this missing framework has been proposed by Linda Emanuel and others in their
research focusing on terminally ill patients. According to their research, „eight dimensions are
relevant to patients in different socio-demographic groups and remain important over the trajectory
of the dying process: patient-clinician relationship, social connectedness, caregiving needs,
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psychological distress, spirituality/religiousness, personal acceptance, sense of purpose, and
clinician communication are all evidently areas of patient concern that should be given more
priority than done previously. Changes may be needed in clinical decision making, in service
delivery and in clinical matters” (Emanuel, 2000). Their results show that personally meaningful
aspects of patients’ experience with terminal illness (to which we should pay attention according
to the research) can not only be quantified but also represented in valid, multidimensional
constructs that are stable over time. Importantly, their study proved that the quality of
communication may improve patients’ experiences of dying and can redress psychological distress
and other subjective experiences. Finally, their findings indicate that aspects of the therapeutic
relationship appear to correlate with patients’ experience of the dying process.
Another qualitative study done by Sylvia Patricia and Durante Enes titled, „An exploration of
dignity in palliative care”, examined the impact of advanced illness and treatment and the issues
related to caring with dignity. This study, which explored in depth the meaning and experience
around dignity for users and providers of palliative care provide us with another conclusion that is
significant and important for caring for dying people. First of all, the patients in this study
described dignity as „holistic, encompassing physical comfort as well as having psychological,
social, cultural and spiritual perspectives (Juhás & Genčúrová, 2016), which mean more than being
valued as a human being but related to having an individual significance and to being part of one’s
own unique world” (Patricia & Enes, 2003). Their findings correspond with my framework of
embodiment when speaking about the very conditions of “being-in-the-world”. Secondly, the
study also proved that „care affects dignity. Finally, it acknowledges the uniqueness of individuals
and its omission seemed to put people’s behavior at risk of being undignified while empathy
anticipated need, giving a sense of control and allowing one to maintain the individual self”
(Patricia & Enes, 2003).
Let us now bring into our focus on the description of the present situation in end-of-life care for
the dying those who are sometimes virtually invisible but irreplaceable for the work they do every
day. I am speaking here about volunteers who are rightly „considered as core members of
interdisciplinary palliative care teams” (Guirguis-Younger, 2005). Volunteers help, and their
„contributions are unique and must have a privileged status in palliative care” (Guirguis-Younger,
2005). We must assist them not just with a clearly defined scope of practices that improves
volunteer accountability and visibility in health care systems, or with accreditation of volunteer
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organizations, but we must also impress upon them through continual education the importance of
human sensitivity, a caring presence as well as relationality when dealing with palliative patients.
We must also protect them from “compassion fatigue” (Crawshaw, 2009), which seems to be the
one of the dilemmas in volunteer practice today. However, as rightly observed by Manal GuirguisYounger and others, caution must also be observed in safeguarding the relationship of the
volunteer and the dying individual. A volunteer’s caring presence must be mutual and based on
a vulnerability-responsive model where the volunteer is positioned so as to be the individual best
situated, or even exclusively situated, to meet the needs of the patient/dependent. In other words,
the domains of „caring, equality and an ideal of justice, must be brought into a dialectical relation
if we are to genuinely meet both the concerns of dependency and the demands of equality”
(Guirguis-Younger, 2005). While the authors of this research rise above safeguard cautions, let us
not omit here the importance of mutuality between volunteer and dying patient as a place for
healing, growth and recognition of common humanity and dependency. Moreover, in another study
by Guirguis-Younger and Grafanaki (Guirguis-Younger, Grafanaki, 2008) a stronger volunteer
dimension in palliative care settings is presented with the important observation that for volunteers,
freedom of choice and the ability to use their talent are important conditions for their satisfaction.
Once again, both are conditions of relationality.
This analysis brings us to another important point when caring for dying patients, to an area of
human relations and shared human experiences. Medical professionals Hawthorne and Yurkovich
develop in their study two dynamics; namely science-based practices and the relationships between
patient, family and health care professionals. The authors argue that even when „science advances
knowledge and skill improve the diagnosis and treatment of disease, it cannot extend to human
relationships. In fact, the current emphasis on science impacts the relationship between patient and
health professional in a negative way. Thus, the human relationship is often overlooked and may
even be forgotten” (Hawthorne, Yurkovich, 2003). I agree with the authors’ findings and
arguments and add to it that in palliative care and end-of-life care, we have to go beyond the
boundaries of science. Human relationality reminds us that we are all relational beings and our
relationships are based on our embodied existence and shared humanity. By accompanying each
other in our time of suffering and dying, we truly become aware of who we are, how deeply we
are connected, and how dependent we are on one another. This special time is also a time for
reconciliation and thanksgiving. A sample of volunteers and the core values that drive their work
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as hospice volunteers, like of wanting time to be present with the person who is dying, to provide
comfort, companionship, and genuine caring at the end of life in the rural communities of
northwestern Ontario is presented in a study by McKee, Kelley and Guirguis-Younger. It is a good
example of continual life caring in end-of-life care situations today. However, the development
and implementation of policies and practices with attention to local realities and aspirations are
needed to be determined in future research.
Finally, “But isn’t it depressing?” is the question raised by authors Judi Webster and Linda
Kristjanson (Webster, Kristjanson, 2002) when presenting their study in palliative care. One may
wonder, especially in today’s economic environment and the competition for health care funding,
if volunteering work isn’t depressing. The findings of Webster and Kristjanson were based on a
qualitative study of experiences of six long-term care workers, and their results unequivocally
states NO! Palliative care is described by them as “a way of living”, with the concept of vitality
being a core element and fundamental to their personal fulfilment. I would add here that the
concept of vitality is deeply embodied within our bodies, and is also supported by Weiss when
describing “bodily imperatives”.

Conclusion
All of these presented analyses contribute to the discussion of end-of-life care in bioethics. They
take into consideration more sensitive anthropology with a focus on embodiment and relationality
as well as the concepts of autonomy, the dynamics of families, gender, race, ethnicity, age, class
status and communities. Hubert Doucet was correct when he argued that with all of the
contemporary studies done on the improvement of end-of-life, palliative and hospice care, we must
focus today in bioethics on the experience of being sick: the social dimension of health and illness
and on the rediscovery of the body reduced to as status of means within modern medicine. The
feminist ethicist Margaret Farley also added the suggestion that we must develop better continuity
of care across a longer period time before death, and even to learn to „bear with the sufferer, in
love and respect” (Farley, 2002) an idea that is crucial in bioethics today. Lastly, but more
importantly, we must always pay attention to other disciplines like psychology, and clinical or
palliative medicine and incorporate their perspectives rather than proceeding without them.
Bioethics cannot be pursued as an independent field, but as a multidisciplinary pursuit
incorporating other approaches.
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Psychological-key Skills Church Choir Leader
Psychologicko-kľúčové zručnosti vedúceho cirkevného zboru

Amantius Akimjak, Rastislav Podpera

Abstract
Choral conducting is a complex and multifaceted leadership task. It is not just the quality of the
gesture and musical talent, but it is a complex of musical, psychological and organizational skills
as well as the moral qualities of a leader, which determine whether his work in a given community
will be lasting, effective and formative. In this work we describe and analyze the position of
conductor and worship leader in the context of the church environment in Slovakia, where the
profession of conductor is more the exception than the rule. We focus on the basic skills and
competencies that we consider key to fulfilling the mission of a conductor and worship leader. The
young generation's interest in worship increases the urgency of studying this issue. The results of
the research have the potential of an important contribution for pedagogical institutions and music
schools in Slovakia with a focus on conducting and conducting worship.

Keywords: psychology, worship, leadership, conducting, emotional intelligence.
Abstrakt
Zborové dirigovanie je komplexná a mnohostranná vodcovská úloha. Nejde len o kvalitu gesta
a hudobný talent ale jedná sa o komplex hudobných, psychologických a organizačných zručností
ako aj morálnych kvalít osobnosti lídra, ktoré rozhodujú o tom, či jeho pôsobenie v danej komunite
bude trvalé, efektívne a formatívne. V práci opisujeme a analyzujeme postavenie dirigenta
a worship leadra v kontexte cirkevného prostredia na Slovensku, kde profesia dirigenta je viac
výnimkou než pravidlom. Zameriavame sa na základné zručnosti a kompetencie, ktoré
považujeme za kľúčové pre naplnenie poslania dirigenta a worship leadra. Záujem mladej
generácie o worship zvyšuje naliehavosť štúdia tejto problematiky. Výsledky bádania majú
potenciál dôležitej kontribúcie pre predagogické inštitúcie a hudobné školy na Slovensku so
zameraním na dirigovanie a vedenie worshipu.
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Introduction
The interdisciplinary nature and essence of music is manifested not only in the complex of skills
that a musician must master, but also in the fact that in the history of music, new professions and
subjects of study that are directly or indirectly related to music are gradually profiled in society:
interpretation, musicology, management, music therapy, sound engineering, worship leadership
and the like. The explosion of the young generation's interest in worship music puts issues related
to the quality of music, its functional placement in community life and the training of worship
leaders at the center of strategic thinking in church communities.

Leadership crisis
Today, the topic of leadership comes to the fore also because „the longer we spend at leadership,
the more complex the picture becomes“ (Grint, Jones & Holt, 2016). The reason is simple – if we
want to have a church choir, it is not enough to have only singers, but also who will lead them. In
general, it is not a problem to find volunteers for the service of music and singing, but it is
a problem to find a person who will take over this service, take responsibility for it and most
importantly – he is fit and competent for this job. In general, we are talking today about the
leadership crisis. Not only because there is a shortage of leaders across all professions, but also
because many leaders fail and do not survive in the lead. Pears cites five reasons for the leadership
crisis:


They focus on outcomes instead of causes



They believe organisations to be machines



They fail to see beyond their egos



They lack self-awareness



They venerate activity (Pears, 2018).

Our study focuses on specific aspects of leadership related to the social, cultural and societal
context in which the research activity takes place. Kruse gives Forbes.com a definition according
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to which leadership is a process of social influence, which maximizes the efforts of others, towards
the achievement of a goal, while defining the boundaries of the definition:


Leadership has nothing to do with titles: You can be a leader in your place of worship, your
neighborhood, in your family, all without having a title.



Leadership has nothing to do with personal attributes: We don’t need extroverted charismatic
traits to practice leadership. And those with charismas don’t automatically lead.



Leadership isn’t management: Managers manage things. Leaders lead people (Kruse, 2013).

The church environment has some specifics that make leadership issues more complicated.

Slovak context
To understand this issue, it is necessary to perceive some specifics of the Slovak context. The first
is the fact that the church environment is much more aware of the changes that took place in 1989.
After decades of totalitarianism, when the church did not have the opportunity to develop its
activities in the field of music, singing and worship, these activities developed mainly on
a voluntary basis. In contrast to the usual practice of the church in open societies, where the
position of conductor of the church choir, organist or worship leader is often a paid job
(SimplyHired, 2022), in Slovakia, these activities are provided voluntarily and on an amateur basis.
In the field of music, parish enthusiasts are especially active in the youth parliaments, as those who
are employed and have families are severely limited in time. In the case of ceremonial services at
Christmas and Easter, we register major music and vocal events on church grounds, which are
provided from our own personnel and financial resources.
For the last 20 years, we have seen a strong interest in worship, leading worship bands, worship
music composition, especially in the ranks of the next generation. This is mainly due to the global
service of Hillsong, Bethel music and the success of worship leaders such as Darlene Zschech,
Chris Tomlin, Delious, Michael W. Smith and the like. The most famous bands in Slovakia include
ESPÉ, Third Day, Lámačské praises and especially the Timothy music group, which has been on
the music scene for more than 20 years and in cooperation with the non-profit organization Youth
For Christ organizes the largest open air festival in Slovakia called CampFest. Up to 5,000 young
people tend to gather at this multi-day festival with international participation of singers, choirs
and musicians. In addition to quality concerts with quality production, the festival also includes
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workshops with a varied thematic offer, including education in the field of worship ministry and
leadership. However, quality institutional education in Slovakia remains a constant challenge in
this regard.

Psychology of the role of conductor
The conductor plays a key role in the life of the choir. When it comes to the conductor's
competence, the importance of emotional intelligence also comes to the fore in connection with
such a quality as the conductor's ability to be a good organizer. The related activities are more time
consuming than the training of the singing body itself. It includes rehearsal preparation, rehearsal
schedule, song selection strategy for the planned period, search for new body members and overall
concert security management in cooperation with partner organizations. If the organizational page
is good, the choir is quiet and good atmosphere. Some experts emphasize the importance of
emotional intelligence with “four areas of problem solving to carry out emotional reasoning“ like
managing emotions, understanding emotions, facilitating thought using emotion and perceiving
emotion (Mayer, Caruso & Salovey, 2016). Research on emotional intelligence provides a rare
understanding of the psychological mechanisms that make up the dialectic of managing the tasks
and activities that a conductor is responsible for. The problem arises when the complexity of these
tasks is beyond the power of the conductor and there are no other members in the choir on which
partial tasks could be transferred.
Conductor as diplomat
Without the diplomatic equipment of the conductor's personality, no choir or musical ensemble
will be able to function for a long time. In this context it is relevant to emphasize five areas that
create a dialectic of emotional intelligence at work: Self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation,
empathy and social skills (Goleman, 2017). At the same time, it is not only a matter of mastering
the various characters and opinions that manifest themselves in the body, but also of how the
conductor proactively influences his group dynamics and manages tensions that do not emerge in
the collective but are secretly present. This is a very important aspect of the conductor's
competence. Screaming, threats and psychological coercion are not the way to move wisely. On
the contrary – peace, balance and a willingness to explain one's own positions with the help of
valid arguments is an art that every conductor must learn. His leadership role uses chemistry and
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emotional harmony in the ensemble, which is based on the singers' trust in the conductor,
admiration and respect. These are necessary when studying a musical work and searching for its
interpretive form in the details of expression and color of sound.
Conductor as manager
Time management is a particular challenge. Not only must the conductor be on time for training,
but he must complete his technical and mental training before the meeting begins. Organizational
targeting is just one side of the problem. The conductor must be disciplined in the study of the
musical side of the work and subsequently in the methodological and technical effort in order to
achieve the maximum effect with his body. There is the need for self-regulation based on control
and redirection of impulses and moods, the ability to suspend judgment and enhancing thinking
before doing along with a high adaptability skill (Bisquerra & Escoda, 2007). The conductor must
be aware of his own qualities, beliefs and ability to lead other people to goals he considers good
and valuable. At the same time, he must have a realistic picture of his options at his disposal. Part
of these qualities is the optimal planning of the sequence of exercises, their content and
methodological procedure. If the singers leave the meeting dissatisfied, insufficiently motivated
for the next meeting, there is a risk of a decrease in the emotional tension in the singing, which is
necessary to maintain the anticipation of future rehearsals, concerts and the fulfillment of common
commitments.
Conductor as enthusiast
A special quality of a conductor is his ability to create an enthusiastic environment around him.
The skills needed to do this are related to emotional intelligence as strong drive to achieve
optimism, even in the face of failure organizational commitment, effectiveness in leading change,
expertise in building and leading teams. After all, it is the conductor that must act as the group
emotional guide when charting the best course for them through times of uncertainty and threat
(Carnicer, Garrido & Requena 2015). The basis is his own personality, thanks to which he is able
to create the interpersonal relationships necessary to be able to motivate the people he works with
(Králik & Máhrik, 2019). This is especially evident in singing, where the hidden world of emotions
and the motivational base in the singer's subconscious is almost immediately reflected in the
quality of the singing. To achieve the necessary mood and emotional commitment to work
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together, the conductor can use many means to make the rehearsal joyful, bringing moments of
pleasant surprises and inspiration. The psychology of enthusiasm is related to the conductor's
ability to empathize with the people around him. In this regard, some researches point to the
dialectic of three kinds of empathy – cognitive empathy, emotional empathy and empathic concern,
as this complex refers to the kind of leader who cares about you, who tunes into you, who will
help you be creating a situation whereby you can be at your best (Goleman, 2013). This creates
a good environment for singers satisfied with rehearsals to subsequently share their experiences in
their private and professional context, which can bring bonus values: recruiting new members and
increased interest in singing and music and singing service.
Conductor and spirituality
Conducting singing as part of the liturgy as well as conducting worship and all musical activities
in the context of the church has its spiritual dimension. It is important to look at the heart of the
matter since what ought to make worship delightful to us is not, in the first instance, its novelty or
its aesthetic beauty, but its object: God himself is delightfully wonderful, and we learn to delight
in him (Carson, 2002). Worship is not about singing or playing musical instruments. Worship
doesn’t equal concert. Worship is giving everything of ourselves to a God who doesn’t need us
and so “worship shapes the way we live in the world“ (Webber, 1992). A worship leader is
someone who leads God’s people to adore, praise, give thanks, help express show they feel and
repent during a time and place of worship. Both the conductor and the worship leader are therefore
subject to relatively high spiritual demands in this regard, because the Christian life is response to
a reality, a personal reality, a presence which evokes – not mere obedience – but an effective
relationship (Willimon, 1983). A conductor who does not have a personal relationship with God
can do an excellent job with a singer or orchestra musically, but the members of his ensemble feel
the inner distance and a certain alienation from each other. On the contrary, if the music leader is
intrinsically deep and Christian spirituality is an integral part of his life, he becomes important in
the lives of those whom he leads musically and singing. Singers and musicians are guided not only
musically but also spiritually. Scandals in the lives of worship leaders – such as the cofounder of
the Hillsong megachurch and media empire Pastor Brian Houston recently announced he is
stepping aside as global senior pastor in order to prepare for trial on charges that he concealed
alleged child abuse by his father (Stone, 2022) – they can have a devastating effect on spiritual
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work on a local and global scale. The spiritual dimension in the work of the conductor thus refers
to the importance of the integrity of the worship leader's personality. Not only his musical qualities
demonstrated in choir rehearsals but also his private life is becoming an important factor that can
be decisive with regard to the progress of the whole work in the field of worship.

Conclusion
After 1989, the church environment in Slovakia changed significantly. The growing interest in
new musical-singing expressions of spiritual feelings and thinking corresponds very well with the
trend in Anglo-Saxon provenance. The young generation in particular is characterized by an
affinity for contemporary forms of worship, which they have the opportunity to experience at
concerts of prayer and praise, open air Christian festivals and alternative forms of worship services.
All this places increased demands on the work of the conductor and worship leader in terms of
music and spirituality. His quality and development of emotional intelligence is of fundamental
importance in the dialectic of the demands on the conductor and the expectations of singers and
musicians. In the study, we show the relationship between the leader's emotional intelligence and
his key competencies:


the diplomat,



the time-manager,



the enthusiast,



the organizer,



the spiritual model.

One of the significant factors that needs to be considered when understanding this issue is the fact
that Church choirs, worship music bands and instrumental formations operates mostly on
volunteering mode. Therefore, the conductor cannot use the standard tools of motivation,
discipline, punctuality and overall commitment that are common in professional relationships.
That is why we underline the importance of emotional intelligence for the work of a conductor and
worship leader. We consider research in the area of the connection between the emotional
intelligence and the skills of the conductor necessary for the successful completion of our mission
to be the basis of stimuli that can be properly implemented in the educational process in the field
of music and conducting.
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Psychological Aspects of the Current Perception
of United Catholic Songbook in Slovakia
Psychologické aspekty súčasného vnímania
jednotného katolíckeho spevníka na Slovensku
Rastislav Podpera

Abstract
The issue of the current perception of a spiritual song and its psychological aspects are still very
much alive in Slovakia, both in practice and in theory. Jubilee 85-year-old United Catholic
Songbook1 (1st edition of this songbook was in 1936) is a solid and important part of the liturgical
life of Slovaks in Slovakia and is still considered one of the strongest manifestations of folk
religiosity. The presented study examines the psychological perception of this important songbook
for Catholic services in Slovakia and evaluates the individual attitudes of contemporaries to this
collection of spiritual songs from previous centuries.2

Keywords: Unified Catholic songbook, psychological aspects, current perception.

Abstrakt
Problematika súčasného vnímania duchovnej piesne a jej psychologické aspekty sú na Slovensku
stále veľmi živé, či už v praxi alebo v teórii. Jubilejný 85-ročný Jednotný katolícky spevník
(1. vydanie tohto spevníka bolo v roku 1936) je pevnou a dôležitou súčasťou liturgického života
Slovákov na Slovensku a dodnes sa považuje za jeden z najsilnejších prejavov ľudovej religiozity.
Predkladaná štúdia skúma psychologické vnímanie tohto významného spevníka pre katolícke
bohoslužby na Slovensku a hodnotí individuálne postoje súčasníkov k tejto zbierke duchovných
piesní z predchádzajúcich storočí.

Schneider-Trnavský, M. (2012). Jednotný katolícky spevník. Trnava: Spolok Svätého Vojtecha.
Akimjak, A. & Podpera, R. (2017). Jednotný katolícky spevník: pramenná publikácia: výskum postojov
k najspievanejšej piesňovej zbierke na Slovensku. Levoča: MTM.
1
2
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Kľúčové slova: Jednotný katolícky spevník, psychologické aspekty, súčasné vnímanie.
Introduction
The United Catholic Songbook (UCS) has been harmonized and supplemented by Slovak national
artist Mikuláš Schneider-Trnavský (1st edition from 1936), which in Slovakia, it is still sung
regularly at services. This rare book was illustrated by academic painter Alexander Schurmann.
This songbook is a solid and important part of the liturgical life of Slovaks in Slovakia and is still
considered one of the strongest manifestations of folk religiosity. Thousands of worshipers sing
from it every day and on Sundays or holidays even thousands of thousands, so it can be perceived
as the most sung song collection in Slovakia. The Unified Catholic Songbook, as an exceptional
work of Slovak culture, is the subject of interpretive and musicological studies, and it is discussed
at professional events and other forums of various kinds. It also has a special place in the education
of church musicians and teaching in courses for temple organists.3

Psychological aspects of The United Catholic Songbook
At present, the psychological aspects of this songbook are particularly interesting, especially in
relation to the current performers and listeners of this work. With its content, scope and reach, this
songbook has aroused respect and attention for many decades. Musicologists and theologians have
paid attention to it on the ground of theoretical reflection.
Let us mention in particular the authors of homological and music-historiographical works:
Ladislav Burlas, Zdenka Bokesová, Jana Lengová, Edita Bugalová, Sylvia Urdová and, in
addition, the authors of music-theoretical analyzes František Turák and Juraj Lexmann, and others.
Liturgical-theological studies seeking the place of the songbook in the liturgy after the Second
Vatican Council are in turn the result of the creative work of Amantius Akimjak, Anton Konečný,
Rastislav Adamek, Jaroslava Gajdošíková Zeleiová and others. The scientific research of Júlia
Pokludová, who in the second half of the 1990s was the first to comprehensively work on the issue
of the Unified Catholic Songbook in terms of history, music theory and liturgy in the monograph
The Unified Catholic Songbook in the Changes of Time,4 is of key importance for previous

Podpera, R. (2002). Súčasné postavenie Jednotného katolíckeho spevníka v societe liturgického zhromaždenia. In
Jednotný katolícky spevník a obnovená liturgia (pp. 133-144). Ružomberok: VERBUM – vydavateľstvo KU.
4
Pokludová, J. (1998). Jednotný katolícky spevník v premenách času. Bratislava: ASCO Art & Science.
3
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research. Several separate professional and scientific events dedicated to this collection were an
opportunity for intensive and multifaceted reflection on the songbook. Important conferences on
the United Catholic Songbook were held in Trnava (1997), Ružomberok (2002)5 and Dolná Krupá
(2007). Despite the number of published works, the social dimension of the issue of spiritual songs,
and in particular of the Unified Catholic Songbook, was monitored only marginally. Many and
often commented on the attitudes of the various classes of worshipers towards the various types of
liturgical music, as well as on the role of tradition and active participation in the liturgy through
singing from the Unified Catholic Songbook. However, mainly based on assumptions or personal
experience. Exact research results that can be relied on in more serious analyses of this area of our
culture were not available. At the same time, the need for these results was ever greater in
connection with the creation of a new perspective of liturgical music in Slovakia and the work on
the post-conciliar Liturgical Songbook. More than ever before, questions arise about the
relationship of the young generation to traditional genres and traditional singing in the liturgy, and
consequently questions about the forms of liturgical music or the active participation of the people
in liturgical music in the future. At the same time, the attitudes of social groups towards the UCS
are interesting, undergoing development and they do not lack controversial views. A substantial
part of the history of the use of the UCS is connected with the period of lack of religious freedom,
and its “liturgical function“ can be extended in that period by the connotations of a broader social
function. At the same time, external circumstances made it the de facto only source of music within
the Roman Catholic liturgy in Slovakia. Here you can also find explanations of the emotional
relationship of broad classes of worshipers to this collection of songs, which they consider
a national gem, exceptional even on an international scale. Glorifying attitudes towards the
songbook caused difficulties in accepting some elements of the liturgical reform after the Second
Vatican Council and in putting the songs on the texts of the Roman Missal into practice. Today, it
is a fact that the Unified Catholic Songbook of 1936 underwent a major liturgical reform and its
songs are expected in the future. On the other hand, for decades it has been rendered a bad service
by a technically uncontrollable and aesthetically unsatisfactory interpretation of temple organists,
who for socio-political reasons were almost exclusively from the ranks of amateurs and self-taught.
So far, the only large-scale research effort that has approached the issue of UCS in terms of
empirical musical sociology and addressed the issue of attitudes has been the research conducted
5

Zeleiová, J. (2002). Jednotný katolícky spevník a obnovená liturgia. Ružomberok: VERBUM – vydavateľstvo KU.
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in 1993 by musicologist Juraj Lexmann at the Institute of Musicology of the Slovak Academy of
Sciences. The research focused on the preferences of individual types of music in the liturgy, issues
related to the liturgical and non-liturgical application of the songbook, to the preferences of
individual songs. Lexmann conducted a nationwide questionnaire survey on several sets of
respondents: priests, students of theology – seminarians, temple organists, leaders of temple
singers, members of temple singers, and students of theology – laypeople. In 1994, a survey with
similar content was conducted on a selected group of liturgical music sympathizers, laypeople who
do not perform any special musical service in the liturgy.
The direct inspiration for this approach was, among other things, the publication of a two-volume
music-sociological source publication by Hugo Bogensberger on the research of the songbook
Gotteslob, a key work in the German-language field.6 In the last decade, research activities in the
form of Czech surveys of attitudes towards the Unified Hymnal have revived, which were to be
carried out in connection with the preparation of its newly revised edition.
Partial results of the mentioned research of the Institute of Applied Sciences of the Slovak
Academy of Sciences from 1993 were published by Rastislav Podpera in the work Liturgical
Music in the Social Environment of the Catholic Mass,7 however, over the years, the research
material has also served other authors of studies on church and liturgical music. There has been no
comprehensive processing, evaluation of data and publication of results so far, although this was
the only nationwide empirical research on this topic.
There are available data from several smaller surveys of a regional to local nature with a similar
focus (especially from the regions in the north and east of Slovakia), which, however, are rather
case or local probes and their results remained in the form of unpublished works.
In 2015, the Catholic University in Ružomberok began to implement the long-term intention to
process and publish data obtained in 1993 and to supplement them with the collection of current
data in the environment of today's liturgical participants. The United Catholic songbook, as a work
of great cultural significance, thus became the subject of empirical research again among the
classes of the population of all regions of Slovakia, which come into regular contact with this song
ensemble. Using an exploratory approach to the obtained quantitative and qualitative data, it is
Bogensberger, H. (1995). Gotteslob: Untersuchung zur Lage der Kirchenmusik in Österreich. Wien: Institut für
Kirchliche Socialforschung.
7
Podpera, R. (2002). Liturgická hudba v sociálnom prostredí katolíckej omše. Bratislava: Ústav hudobnej vedy
SAV.
6
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also possible to assume the discovery of the social impact of the United Catholic Songbook and,
last but not least, the capture of the movement that occurred over time in the approaches to it. The
more than twenty-eight-year gap since the first data collection on this issue (1993) is an excellent
opportunity to capture the dynamics of our culture in this way.
Source publication, which was created as an output from the solution of the grant task KEGA nr.
011KU-4/2015 publishes the results of processed field data from the first phase in 1993 and from
the second phase in 2015.8 The entire data set is also available in electronic form for research
purposes. It contains complete results, i.e. the answers of respondents to questions that are not
included in this publication.9
It will depend on future creative inspirations and conditions in our academic workplaces whether
the empirical data and results we bring will serve for a deeper mapping and explanation of Slovaks'
attitudes towards this unique hymnal. The Slovak nation's relationship to singing, in conjunction
with its proclaimed religiosity, creates questions at a time of increasingly rare active singing and
increasing cultural globalization, which can inspire professional reflection for a long time to come.
Among the pitfalls that significantly complicated the evaluation of data belong mainly issues that
require a qualitative analytical approach. As their processing would not be possible within
a reasonable time horizon, this source publication focuses primarily on quantitative data.
The current research was conducted through a questionnaire. The questionnaire also included
several questions to determine the characteristics of the respondent – especially information about
his person and the environment in which he lives. These data are very important for future research
of the results.10 Thanks to them, it was possible to analyse more specifically how respondents with
different characteristics perceive phenomena in the environment of contemporary liturgical music.
Or from the opposite point of view - how these factors were reflected in attitudes to various issues
of liturgical-musical life. We surveyed the sex and age of the respondent, and we use two ways of
categorizing age for different analyses.
The first group distinguishes four age groups: 14-24, 25-40, 41-60 and 61+ years.

Akimjak, A. & Podpera, R. (2017). Jednotný katolícky spevník: pramenná publikácia: výskum postojov
k najspievanejšej piesňovej zbierke na Slovensku. Levoča: MTM.
9
During the cleaning of the data set from the 1990s, they appeared - especially in connection with the number of
open answers, the lack of typing of answers, but also with the process of field work outside commercial survey
networks.
10
Hric, J. (2002). Jednotný katolícky spevník z pohľadu interpréta. In Jednotný katolícky spevník a obnovená
liturgia (pp. 43-48). Ružomberok: VERBUM – vydavateľstvo KU.
8
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The second group distinguishes three age groups: 14-27, 28-45 and 46+ years.
Another question completing the characteristics of the respondent was the question of his location
in Slovakia, specified by the name of the diocese in which he operates. It is necessary to draw
attention to the fact of the territorial reform of the Catholic dioceses of Slovakia in 2008, after
which the separate dioceses of Bratislava and Žilina were established. The first phase of research
in the early 1990s took place during the great Trnava Archdiocese, which also included the territory
of today's Bratislava Archdiocese, and also the territory of today's Diocese of Žilina, which also
belonged to the then Nitra Diocese. The methodology of analyses can be significantly complicated
not only by this territorial reform but also by the gradual opening of priestly seminars in Spiš,
Košice, Nitra and Badín.
In the first phase of the research, most of the Catholic priesthood in Slovakia was still concentrated
in the Bratislava seminary. There are currently five priestly seminars. Respondents – priests should
also state whether they are also entrusted with the function of a pastor, resp. the administrator of
the parish or church. Another obligatory data in sociological surveys is the size of the residence
where the respondent lives and works in the field of liturgical music. We worked with the division
of residences into three categories: 1) rural, 2) small and medium-sized town, 3) city. We included
regional cities in the third category. Education is an important variable that can be used in the
analysis. A specific group of respondents – lay students of theology were to state their previous
education, field and employment in the questionnaire.
For other categories of respondents, this figure did not occur in 1993, which we also respected in
the second phase of the research. On the contrary, an important issue in both phases of the research
was the respondent's musical education. We divided it into six categories: 1) no education or selfstudy, 2) private lessons, 3) courses, training for church musicians, 4) primary –ZUŠ, 5) secondary
– conservatory, 6) higher – university music specialization. In the environment of church choirs,
the questionnaire was to ascertain from the respondent also his function resp. the service he
performs in the temple ensemble: leader, choirmaster, conductor, singer, instrumentalist. We
consider the absence of a question of music education in the questionnaire for priests and students
of theology in the design of research in the early 1990s to be a not very happy solution.
In the first part of the research, the study of previous musicological and liturgical-theological
works on UCS works led us to the adequate setting of new research goals and parameters of further
research in the field. The result was a survey in the form of a questionnaire in all dioceses of
971

Slovakia among church singers, musicians, priests, theologians and lay listeners of theology. It
was achieved despite limited possibilities, mainly due to personal contacts with collaborators in
the relevant church structures, including theological faculties. The Institute of Musicology of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences conducted almost identical field research in 1992-1994. The data
collected from the 1990s and the present are stored for other scientific purposes. We have prepared
an electronic data set that contains direct and coded answers of all respondents to questionnaire
questions in both phases of the research. Upon request, interested parties can access the data file
via the website of our academic workplace. We provide basic results to the professional public in
the form of a source publication. This contains first-level and selected second-level classification
of data, their comparative presentation in the form of descriptive statistics and content analysis.
The source publication is source material that can be a valuable starting point for further analysis
and interpretations of future researchers. Of particular value is that we have the results of research
on the same thing after more than twenty years, so we can find out the dynamics of development
and change that have taken place in this area.
The results of the all-Slovak questionnaire survey provide us, among other things, with a picture
of the preferences of individual songs of the United Catholic Songbook. In the current period of
editorial processing of our post-council Liturgical Songbook, it is certainly important to deal not
only with the application of liturgical principles to musical material but also to know which
liturgically compliant songs are to what extent popular.11
Our composed and publishable overtures to the songs of the Unified Catholic Songbook are
published mainly in the national journal on sacred music Adoramus Te.12
The work on this project also intervened in the educational sphere with the intentions of the
research plan. In the applied level, the outcomes in the form of composed organ overtures to
selected songs of the Unified Catholic Songbook.13 They are suitable material for courses for
church musicians and at the same time they are in great demand by amateur organists in the
liturgical practice itself.

Akimjak, A. (2002). Ľudový posvätný spev z Jednotného katolíckeho spevníka v obnovenej liturgii. In Jednotný
katolícky spevník a obnovená liturgia (pp. 9-24) Ružomberok: VERBUM – vydavateľstvo KU.
12
Akimjak, A. (ed.). (1997). Adoramus Te – časopis o duchovnej hudbe. Bratislava: Konferencia biskupov
Slovenska, Liturgická komisia, Hudobná subkomisia.
13
Franzen, P. (2002). Praktické aspekty interpretácie piesni z Jednotného katolíckeho spevníka. In Jednotný
katolícky spevník a obnovená liturgia (pp. 37-42). Ružomberok: VERBUM – vydavateľstvo KU.
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Conclusion
From a psychological point of view, we can state that the songs from the Unified Catholic
Songbook are still current, they evoke in people especially the atmosphere of individual liturgical
periods: Advent, Christmas, Lent and Easter. A special group in this songbook consists of Marian
songs and songs to the saints, the Marian litany, but also all others, so these spiritual songs can be
used in devotions and pilgrimages that are still alive in Slovakia.
These spiritual songs are especially close to older believers, but the young generation also finds
some encouragement in them, especially when these songs are used alternately with new,
contemporary songs, but also with older ones, especially in Latin with Gregorian chorale but also
with older or new polyphony. There are also rare modern antiphons with psalms, which are used
mainly in parts of processional singing.14
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Psychological Aspect of Contemporary Worship Music
Psychologické aspekty súčasnej chvalospevovej hudby

Amantiuis Akimjak
Abstract
The current rise in interest in “worship music“ (Hillsong, Bethel Music, Elevation worship, etc.)
and its impact on the young generation in Slovakia is now an unmissable phenomenon that needs
to be reflected in the light of current psychological knowledge. Christian music is becoming
a strong sociological and psychological impulse for a growing number of young people not only
across the ecumenical spectrum but on a global scale. In our study, we examine the correlation
between the psychological, therapeutic and spiritual dimensions of worship in the form of trendy
musical manifestations of the current young generation. We consider the search for authentic selfexpression of modern man in a changing world to be a relevant factor for understanding this
dialectic. The authors are of the opinion that the current creative movements in the field of worship
offer an inspiring space for current research in the field of anthropology and humanities.

Keywords: music, healing, motivation, psychology, music therapy.

Abstrakt
Súčasný vzostup záujmu o “chvalospevovú hudbu“ (Hillsong, Bethel music, Elevation worship,
etc.) a jej vplyv na mladú generáciu na Slovensku je dnes už neprehliadnuteľný fenomén, ktorý je
potrebné reflektovať vo svetle súčasného psychologického poznania. Kresťanská hudba sa stáva
silným sociologickým a psychologickým impulzom pre rastúci počet mladých ľudí nielen naprieč
ekumenickým spektrom ale v globálnom rozmere. V našej štúdii skúmame koreláciu medzi
psychologickým, terapeutickým a spirituálnym rozmerom uctievania v podobe trendových
hudobných prejavov súčasnej mladej generácie. Hľadanie autentického sebavyjadrenia súčasného
človeka v meniacom sa svete považujeme za relevantný faktor pre porozumenie tejto dialektiky.
Autori zastávajú názor, že súčasné tvorivé pohyby v oblasti worshipu ponúkajú inšpiratívny
priestor pre súčasný výskum v oblasti antropológie a humanitných vied.
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Kľúčové slová: hudba, uzdravenie, motivácia, psychológia, muzikoterapia.

Introduction
Music is a universal bridge of communication connecting people of different social statuses,
cultural backgrounds and value preferences. At the same time, it represents stimuli that can
positively or negatively affect a person's emotional world. At the same time, music has the ability
to influence how a person thinks, how he feels and in which direction his emotional condition will
change. In the history of music psychology, we know a number of research projects focused on
the therapeutic effect of various musical genres and the psychological impact of sounds on the
mental world of man. The results of such research are important not only for psychotherapy and
pedagogy but also for commerce and efforts to create a healthy work environment.
According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica15 music belongs to the category of science and art,
which is related to the arrangement of sounds in a time sequence through the expressive elements
of melody, harmony, rhythm and tonal colouring. Music belongs to the universal cultural
characteristics of all communities at any time and space. The study of music, its content, forms
and means of expression is, therefore, one of the important sources of knowledge not only of the
culture and society but also of its technical level, value and ethical frameworks and the overall
quality of life of people at that time.
Although the original meaning of a word typical of Anglo-Saxon provenance – worship – is
worship, honour, showing love and devotion in relation to a divine being or religious object, in
recent times the term has been used more in its reduced sense to refer to certain types of music and
songs, especially in the Christian context. It also appears in professional lyrics in connection with
“worship songs“, “worship band“, “worship style“ and the like. It is almost always an expression
of the musical side of worship. In this sense, we will use it in our study as well.

The dimension of psychology
Music evokes a number of reactions in listeners at all levels of human consciousness. The cause
of the complex reaction on the human side is the decisive position of the brain activity and

15

Cf. Retrieved from: https://www.britannica.com/art/music
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especially the sensitivity with which all brain parts can respond to various musical stimuli.16 It is
the primary level of perception of the music itself and its processing in the neural complex of the
cerebral apparatus, which are responsible for the listener's perception, awareness and mental
processing of it. Clinical studies show a link between different aspects of musical form and external
performance such as melodic phrasing, harmonic structure, compositional approach, but also
rhythmic means of expression, tone colour and range of instruments used on the one hand and the
type of brain response in different parts of the brain network.17
Psychological research also confirms the secondary (superstructure) level of complex cognitive
and sensorimotor reactions of the brain, which is related to the penetration of consciousness into
the social, cultural and relationship relations of an individual's life. This is very clearly reflected
in the orchestral consciousness and processual communication that takes place between the
musicians forming the interpretive formation.18 The primary reaction of the brain centre causes
a subsequent multiplication of reactions in the listener, which can manifest at different levels of
his consciousness and subconscious. On this basis, various therapeutic techniques stimulate both
conscious and unconscious databases that the person has acquired during his life. Music, with its
ability to stimulate stored experiences and knowledge, can motivate, inspire and influence a person
in his life circumstances. These findings are known in the field of military strategy, sports and the
religious environment.

Psychology of music form
An interesting subject of psychological research in the field of music, its creation and influence on
listeners is the dialectic of the relationship between means of expression and compositional tools
and the subsequent response in the cognitive or emotional sphere of human consciousness.
According to Juslin and Sloboda,19 a fast pace can evoke a feeling of activism, excitement, joy,
but also fear and even anger. On the contrary, the slow tempo evokes in the listeners a feeling of

16

Cf. Levitin, D. J. (2007). This Is Your Brain on Music: The Science of a Human Obsession. New York: PlumePinguin.
17
Cf. Berger, J. & Turow, G. (2013). Music, Science, and the Rhytmic Brain: Cultural and Clinical Implications.
New York: Routledge.
18
Cf. Ball, P. (2010). Music Instinct: How Music Works and Why We Can’t Do Without It. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
19
Cf. Juslin, P. N. & Sloboda, J. A. (ed.). (2011). Music and Emotion: Theory and Research. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
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peace, satisfaction, calmness but also sadness, boredom and passivity. The fast pace in
combination with major harmony brings a feeling of happiness and has the potential to lift a person
in a mood, to motivate him to activity. The slow pace in combination with the minor tone usually
evokes a feeling of loneliness, sadness, melancholy. However, these and similar studies have not
shown the deterministic nature of the relationship between musical form and emotional response,
although Levitin20 said some sounds, chords, and musical expressions are internally satisfying,
while others are frightening and spooky. When examining these phenomena and especially in their
interpretation, it is necessary to realize that it is a complicated complex of various factors and
contexts, in which not only the specific story of a given person but also the way in which he was
able to process these events internally psychologically and emotionally plays an important role.
Pfeifer emphasizes the contribution of Viktor Frankl, who in his research in the field of music
therapy emphasized the teleological aspect not only of the therapeutic process itself but especially
of the client's availability, which forms the basis of current existential models of approach to
psychotherapy using music.21

John Diamond Behavioural Kinesiology
American psychiatrist John Diamond founded The Institute for Music and Health as part of his
research project, which focused on holistic therapeutic approaches to human health. He studied the
effect of music rhythm and volume on muscle contractions. Unlike volume, which has no
significant stimulating effect on muscle contractions, Diamond has shown a relationship between
a certain type of rhythm and their stimulating effect on muscle contractions.22 The results of his
research became controversial in the 1960s and 1970s. The reason was a misinterpretation of
Diamond's findings in the sense that they allegedly prove the negative impact of rock music on
human mental health. In his monograph, Miller23 (1993, 9-21) not only analyses the issue and
provides concrete examples of the devastating effect of this controversy on shaping Christian
worship in the Anglo-Saxon environment, but also cites extensive expert sources that have not

20

Cf. Levitin, D. J. (2007). This Is Your Brain on Music: The Science of a Human Obsession. New York: PlumePinguin.
21
Cf. Pfeifer, E. (2021). Logotherapy, existential analysis, music therapy: Theory and practice of meaning-oriented
music therapy. The Arts in Psychotherapy, 72(1).
22
Cf. Diamond, J. (1979). Behavioral Kinesiology: How to Activate Your Thymus and Increase Your Life Energy.
New York: Harper & Row.
23
Cf. Miller, S. (1993). Contemporary Christian Music Debate. Wheaton: Tyndal House Publishers, Inc.
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shown a deterministic relationship between music style and negative therapeutic effect on the
client. Pace and rhythm modulation is currently used successfully in therapy for musculoskeletal
disorders, diagnoses of disorders of the nervous system (Parkinson's disease).24

Therapeutic dimension of music
The influence of music on a person in terms of psychosomatic unity is indisputable. Already
passive listening to music can reduce the feeling of pain, fear and stress, or enhance the effect of
anaesthetics.25 Current studies confirm that calm music can affect cortisol levels and blood
pressure, and that other types of music have in some cases caused an increase in protein levels,
which is used to overcome bacterial infections.26 There are extensive studies that examine the
production and release of dopamine and the subsequent changes in neurotransmission dynamics
in the human brain due to music.27 The altered dynamics of neurochemical processes in the brain
have implications not only for the emotional world but also for cognitive dispositions of the person.
However, when interpreting extrapolations from the results of these researches, I must be careful
not to see where it is not yet possible. According to Theorell, when examining the impact of music
on a person, it is necessary to be aware that music affects different people differently.28 There are
no two individuals who have identical experiences, identical genetics and identical personality
traits. Therefore, the therapeutic use of music must be creative, sensitive, and each therapist must
be aware of his limits.

The phenomenon of worship
Massive interest in new forms of worship can be seen as early as the 1980s in connection with the
emergence of the Hosanna Music movement. Don Moen, Ron Tucker, Ron Kenoly but also
Graham Kendrick wrote dozens of songs that began to spread around the world, including the postcommunist country. After the fall of the totalitarian regime, activities such as the “March for
24

Cf. Berger, J. & Turow, G. (2013). Music, Science, and the Rhytmic Brain: Cultural and Clinical Implications.
New York: Routledge.
25
Cf. North, A. C. & Hargreaves, D. J. (2008). The Social and Applied Psychology of Music. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
26
Cf. Deutsch, D. (2013). The psychology of Music (Cognition and Perception). Amsterdam: Academic Press.
27
Cf. Lowe, L. A. (ed.). (2017). Music Therapy: Perspectives, Cultural Aspects, and Clinical Outcomes. New York:
Nova Science Publishers.
28
Cf. Theorell, T. (2014). Psychological Health Effects of Musical Experiences: Theories, Studies and Reflections in
Music Health Science. Dordrecht: Springer.
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Christ“ and “Concerts of Prayer and Praise“ appeared which attracted the attention of the next
generation. Later, the Vineyard Worship movement appears on the world stage, which, in contrast
to the emphasis on the melodic side, brings a new sound image of musical expression. The strong
ecstatic manifestations accompanying the meetings around the world left the participants with
experiences that left deep traces in their emotional world. The Australian phenomenon Hillsong
Worship has successfully followed a wave of experiential spirituality and brought remarkable
movement through the young generation. The impressive music, the atmosphere of the concerts
and the content of the message associated with it motivate thousands of people to a spiritual life
based on the Judeo-Christian understanding of the world. The inconspicuous youth band Hillsong
United has grown into a music giant. With 16 million albums sold, song translations into more
than 70 languages around the world, and massive film production, the band can compete with any
pop culture legend in the world. Their songs are also sung by young people in Slovakia across the
entire ecumenical spectrum. Young people's interest in this form of spirituality is still growing.
Since 2001, a new style has emerged from the city of Redding, California - Bethel music from
a mega choir, which has 11,000 members. It is a non-denominational and neo-charismatic ecclesial
community that has global ambitions: “Bethel music is a worship movement that exists to lead
human hearts to a deep experience of God's presence, leading to personal, regional and global
spiritual awakening.29

Psychological aspect of research
Our research was based on the personal statements of more than a thousand respondents. Its results
can be summarized as follows:

29



The current worship brings a strong emotional experience to the participants



The musical style appeals to people with its atmosphere, impressive melody and libretto



The atmosphere of the meeting is appealing, it draws the participants into a collective experience



The participant experiences feelings of happiness, feelings of guilt, inner healing



This experience deepens spirituality and personal piety



Meetings have a motivating effect on the individual



Practising worship stimulates individuals to make internal ethical commitments.

Cf. Retrieved from: https://bethelmusic.com/
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Worship has an emotional and psychological impact on its participants. It is also related to the
perception of the world in the young generation and the overall approach to life. We registered the
following factors:


The desire for a meaningful experience



Emotional aridity



A feeling of surprise from real physical relationships



Fatigue from digital technologies



Authentic presence experience



The subconscious desire for teleological anchoring in life



Existential frustration from the fragmentation of society.

In many ways, today's worship offers what young people consciously or subconsciously desire.
Individual manifestations of individual subjective experience, as well as the collective experience
of groups, can be more or less described and perceived psychologically, culturally, musicologically
and sociologically. However, as follows from the very nature of worship, it is a complex
phenomenon of a metaphysical nature, which cannot be grasped by any of the optics in the
humanities without reductionism. The phenomenon of worship is not only sociologically
significant but also psychologically interesting, so it will be necessary to continue its research.

Theological aspect of research
By “worship“ we mean music that is written and sung as an act of praise and worship of God.
There are many definitions of worship, but none is sufficient and exhaustive, because, as in the
case of love, worship goes according to Shaper30 about “intuitive simplicity and philosophical
complexity“ at the same time. At the very heart of worship is „a sense of being in the presence of
what is elusive in human senses.“31 It is a specific genre, the content of which is anchored in the
texts of the Holy Scriptures, its goal is to direct the audience to their Creator, and its mission is to
create a platform on which the audience can authentically express their faith. From the point of
view of theology, it is an effort to connect man with God, which cannot be fully understood or
contained by the one who worships God. In the presence of God, man experiences an inner

30

Cf. Shaper, R. (1984). In His Presence. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1984.
Sloboda, J. A. (2005). Exploring the Musical Mind: Cognition, Emotion, Ability, Function. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
31
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transformation that affects all aspects of his life - mental, physical and spiritual. This is one of the
reasons why worship has a positive impact on music and singing therapy in clients with the posttraumatic condition but also dementia.32
Theological analysis of current worship trends, unlike psychological ones, sounds more
controversial. In particular, it is a problematic theology of prosperity, whose emphasis and some
elements permeate the lyrics and are transferred to the perception of many people. According to
the theology of prosperity, a believing person should be healthy and successful. Only one whose
faith is weak and small has illness and loss of life. It is necessary to “open up to the Holy Spirit“
and survive the “empowerment“ to a victorious life of faith.33 There is no room for suffering and
pain in the theology of prosperity. This position is not sustainable even from the point of view of
psychology. Mental health includes the ability to bear “your cross“" and the living circumstances
by which a sovereign God guides his people. This is not about fatalism or passivity, but about the
biblical balance between what one would like and what one has. In psychology, it is possible to
talk about the dialectic between potential and the reality of human existence.34
Another problem is the scandals of some of the leaders, which have a negative impact on the
distribution of the music production with which they are associated. An example is the resignation
of Hillsong founder Brian Houston in January 2022 for defending accusations against his father of
abusing a young man. The terminology used in song lyrics and worship is also controversial. Quite
often the leaders of the worship will use the statement, “Now the band will lead you into God's
presence.“ From a theological point of view, these are misleading formulations, as only God's Son,
the Lord Jesus Christ, and no man bring man into God's presence. Another aspect of this statement
is the ecstatic experience a worshiper may have. Even in this case, it is not correct to speak of
“leading into God's presence“, because from a theological point of view God's presence is not tied
to human ecstatic manifestations and vice versa – ecstatic human experiences have their natural
psychological explanation and can be observed without a religious context.

32

Cf. Miller, M. M. & Strongman, K. T. (2002). The Emotional Effects of Music on Religious Experience: A Study
of the Pentecostal-Charismatic Style of Music and Worship. Psychology of Music, 30(1), 8-27.
33
Cf. Gavendová, O. (2014). Verím, tedy som: viera jako osobotvorný vzťah. Studia Aloisiana, 5(1), 5-15.
34
Cf. Vivoda, M. (2019). Analýza sociálnych kompetencií sebakritickosti, sebaúcty a sebasúcitu v kontexte etiky
cností v rámci výchovného procesu. Scientia et Eruditio, 3(2), 74-86.
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Conclusion
Music has an extraordinary effect on people and society. The history of mankind is also the history
of music. Music psychology is important for the development of music therapy. We believe that
worship psychology has some potential for therapeutic purposes, especially when therapeutic
concepts are also open to the religious side of the healing process. The personal testimonies of
those who have survived inner healings and whose lives have changed significantly in a positive
way are an important source of knowledge not only of who a person is and how he lives, but also
what is his place in life and how he can maximize his potential for the benefit of others.
In our study, we critically reflected on some psychological aspects of current trends, forms, and
manifestations of Christian worship. It turns out that the phenomenon of worship correlates with
the existential feeling of the current young person, for which it is typical:


Feelings of loneliness and alienation



The desire for real relationships in the community



Searching for the meaning of things and life



Sensitivity to an authentic "here and now" experience



Absence of fear of the unknown



Fear of system breakdown (family)



Search for personal intimacy vs virtual reality.

Music has an impact on the whole human being. The phenomenon of worship brings
a metaphysical dimension to the psychology of music, thanks to which it arouses the legitimate
interest of experts in interdisciplinary dialogue.
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Russian Tsars and Emperors and their Artistic Representation in Culture
and Individual Types of Art. Boris Godunov
Ruskí cári a cisári a ich umelecké stvárnenie
v kultúre a jednotlivých druhoch umenia. Boris Godunov

František Heiser

Abstract
In the great history of ancient Russia, not only the common people, brave warriors, famous rich
people played a role, who excelled not only in war expeditions but also in defending and expanding
their territory, played a historical role. They were primarily rulers, sovereigns, princes, monarchs,
statesmen, tsars and emperors. Their historical role was conditioned by the religious, sociopolitical, economic, territorial and power conditions of the time. Each ruler has left an indelible
mark on the history of the emerging foundations of statehood, the nation, its language, military
and economic power, prosperity and prestige. We have in mind the period from the 9th to the 20th
century. Boris Fyodorovich Godunov / 1552-1605 / was the third Russian tsar whose 470th birth
anniversary we commemorate these days. We will focus our attention primarily on the reflection
of this Russian historical figure in all its contradictions in spiritual culture, literature, music,
construction and painting sphere.

Keywords: history of ancient Russia, princes, tsars, emperors, intrigues, allegations, blood,
murders, desire for power, works of art-opera, tragedy, music, image, architecture, in-depth
psychological analysis of heroes.

Abstrakt
Vo veľkej histórii Starej Rusi zohrali historickú úlohu nielen prostý ľud, udatní bojovníci, slávni
bohatieri, ktorí sa vyznamenali nielen vo vojnových výpravách, ale aj pri obrane a rozširovaní
svojho teritória. Boli to predovšetkým vládcovia, panovníci, kniežatá, mocnári, štátnici, cári
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a cisári. Ich historická rola bola podmienená vtedajšími náboženskými, spoločensko-politickými,
hospodárskymi, územnými a mocnárskymi podmienkami. Každý vladár zanechal nezmazateľnú
stopu v histórii formujúcich sa základov štátnosti, národa, jeho jazyka, vojenskej a hospodárskej
sily, prosperity a prestíže. Na mysli máme obdobie od 9. až po 20. storočie. Boris Fjodorovič
Godunov /1552-1605/ bol tretím ruským cárom, ktorého 470. výročie narodenia si pripomíname.
Našu pozornosť zameriame predovšetkým na odzrkadlenie tejto ruskej historickej osobnosti vo
všetkých jej protirečeniach v duchovnej kultúre, v literatúre, v hudbe, v staviteľstve a maliarstve.

Kľúčové slová: história starobylej Rusi, kniežatá, cári, imperátori, intrigy, udávania, krv, vraždy,
túžba po moci, umelecké diela-opera, tragédia, hudba, obraz, architektúra a psychologická analýza
hrdinov.

In the great history of ancient Russia, have played a decisive and heroic role, in addition to the
common people, princes and grand dukes. We cannot fail to mention the Prince of Novgorod,
Rurik of Ladoga, Igor the Old, Oleg Veshchy, but also Princess Olga the Wise. Of the Grand
Dukes, let's mention at least /in history march 51 princes and Grand Dukes/ Vladimir-The Fair
Sun, Yaroslav the Wise, Vladimir Monomakh, Mstislav Vladimirovich the Great, Yuri
Dolgorukiy, Andrey Bogolyubsky, Vsevolod III the Big Nest, Dmitry Mikhaylovich – The
Fearsome Eyes, Iván Danilovich – Kalitá, Dmitry Ivanovich Donskoy, and undoubtedly it is
necessary to include the Grand Duke and the first Russian Tsar Ivan IV the Terrible.
The tsars and emperors also made an indelible mark on the heroic history of the Russian Empire,
beginning with Peter I /years of rule: 1682-1725/. Eleven tsars were seated on the Russian throne,
and each of them played a specific, historical role in Russia's history. These include the
aforementioned Tsar Ivan IV the Terrible, Tsar Mikhail Fyodorovich Romanov, Fyodor
Alexeyevich, ruler Sophia Alekseyevna.
Peter I Alexeyevich the Great begins the era of the emperors, followed by Emperor Peter II
Alexander, Peter III Fyodorovich, Alexander I Pavlovich Blagoslovenny, Alexander II
Nikolaevich the Liberator, Alexander III Aleksandrovich and others. Four empresses also seized
power: Catherine I, Empress Anna Ivanovna, Empress Elizabeth Petrovna and Empress Catherine
II Alexeyevna- the Great. In the history of the Russian Empire, 5 women remained in the highest
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power structures. However, we will be particularly interested in the period 1551/1552-1605 and
1598-1605, respectively, when the third Russian Tsar Borís Fyodorovich Godunov, who came
from an old Russian family of Tatar origin, is in power.
Boris Godunov was a boyar, the brother of the Russian Tsar Fyodor I Ivanovich's wife. Godunov's
father was Fyodor Ivanovich. Boris's ascent on the social ladder began in the 1570s. In 1570 he
became a member of the tsar's personal guard, the so-called Oprichnina. In 1571 he was the best
man at the wedding of Tsar Ivan the Terrible / he ruled in 1533-1584 /. He later became a court
waiter, and in a short time, he gets the noble title of boyar (Enciklopedija carej i imperatorov,
2007). The Godun family, which essentially cut off the reign of the Rurik family, gradually began
to rise on the then Tsarist social ladder. In 1584, the first Russian tsar, Ivan the Terrible, died under
unclear circumstances. His incompetent son, Feodor Ivanovich the Bellringer, who ruled in 15841598, ascended the throne. After 14 years of the so-called reign, Feodor Ivanovich dies. As a result,
the male line of the Moscow branch of the Rurik dynasty broke. It should be noted that Feodor
was unable to perform his royal duties. Therefore, a four-member regent council was formed,
which prepared all the materials related to the operation of the empire. The council consisted of
four members: Bogdan Belsky, Nikita Romanovich Yuriev, Ivan Fyodorovich Mstislavsky and
Ivan Petrovich Shuysky.
For the sake of interest, we add a very important fact that the heir to the throne during the reign of
Tsar Fyodor was his younger brother Dimitri, the son of the seventh wife of Ivan Terrible, who
was transferred to the town of Uglich, located on the banks of the Volga River, immediately after
Terrible's death. An 8-year-old boy dies there under mysterious circumstances. Boyar Shuysky,
who apparently did not want to complicate the situation for Boris Godunov, was in charge of the
official investigation of the incident, and therefore the main cause of the child's death was an
unfortunate fall on a knife during a children's game. It was known that the young Tsar Dimitri
suffered from epilepsy. One of the annals states that Boris Godunov is responsible for the death of
the tsar. This moment of murder became as one of the culminating for works of art about Boris
Godunov (Bochanov, 2012). No one has confirmed the exact fact of the murder, even today's
historians tend to lean towards the version explained by Vasily Shuysky.
In this tense atmosphere, Boris Godunov moves higher and higher in tsarist circles. He became the
head of the court office, which took care of the tsar's travels in Russia. Thirteen of the fourteen
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years of Fyodor Ivanovich's official reign were in fact ruled by Boris Godunov. In 1598, Boris
became the Russian tsar and remained on the throne until his death in 1605, i.e. he officially ruled
for 7 years.
From the very beginning of his reign, Boris Godunov did everything he could to strengthen the
authority, power and stability of Moscow and the Moscow Principality. Already in January In
1589, the first Moscow patriarch – Metropolitan Moscow and all of Russia – began his spiritual
mission. The Moscow Church thus gained the official status of an independent church. The
Russian metropolitan of Kyiv remained under the jurisdiction of Constantinople.
During the reign of Boris Godunov, construction and architecture began to develop rapidly. New
cities are being founded, and magnificent church temples are being built, based on old Russian
traditions. Massive fortress walls and fortifications were quickly built to withstand the invasion of
various tribes. Fortresses such as Voronezh were built, then in the Wild Field / Russian steppe
edge /. To ensure the safety of the watercourse from Kazan to Astrakhan, the cities of Samara,
Tsaritsyno / today's Volgograd /, Saratov, Yelets, Belgorod, Tsarov-Borisov, Ryazan were built.
The city of Tomsk was founded in Siberia.
In the period 1596-1602, one of the largest architectural structures of pre-Peter's Russia was built
– the Smolensk Fortress, which they gradually began to call the “stone necklaces of the Russian
Land.“ This fortress was built to protect the western borders of the Russian state from raids by
Poles. Later, another stone fortress was built under the name Borisov Gorodok, next to which was
built Borisoglebskaya Tserkov – the largest temple in Russian history typical of hipped domes.
During the reign of Boris Godunov, unprecedented things happened in the life of Moscow: a water
supply system was built in the Kremlin (water was pumped from the Moscow River), the walls of
the White City were built for 9 kilometres (now located on the Boulevard Ring) with 29 turrets.
A whole complex of massive fortifications was built on the site of the current Orchard Ring. In the
summer of 1591, the Crimean Khan with more than 1,500 militants attempted to break through the
fortifications of Moscow, but in vain. He was stopped by gunfire from the impregnable fortress.
Boris Godunov was in power on the pedestal for defeating Kaza-Girej, although Prince Fyodor
Mstislavsky is known to have played a decisive role in Girej's defeat.
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In the then external diplomacy / between the principalities, and not only in Russia /, Boris Godunov
proved to be a mature statesman who was also at the signing of the peace agreement, which ended
the 6-year Russian-Swedish war / 1590-1595 /.
The very fact of Boris Godunov's coronation as Russian Tsar begins the process of gradual and
more stable convergence of the Russian monarchy with the West. Until then, there was no ruler in
Russia who would so vehemently invite foreigners to the service. Merchants, industrialists,
doctors, scientists, soldiers, craftsmen travelled to Moscow. They received ranks, land with
farmers, good salaries. It is noteworthy that Boris Godunov made a great effort to establish
a university in Moscow. Unfortunately, the conservative clergy prevented this, claiming that
together with education there will be also heresy. Nevertheless, European culture began to
permeate Russian life. In a sense, this reminds us of the reign of Peter I the Great, who influenced
Russian and European history more than a hundred years later / 1682-1725 /, when he thoughtfully
opened Russia's path to Europe (Filipova, 2012).
As we mentioned above, Boris Godunov broke the line of Ryurik's reign with his accession to the
Russian throne. He was therefore aware of a certain instability of his position, as the previous
ruling family was historically very anchored (Platonov, 2006). Godunov was perhaps also very
suspicious, reminiscent of Ivan Terrible in some of his decisions. He settled personal accounts
with boyars. Since 1600, Tsar Godun's suspicion has escalated. It is connected with the news that
Tsar Dimitri is alive. The one who was to ascend the throne after the incompetent Fyodor
Ivanovich. Information is spread that Godunov came to power through fraud. He had to deal with
various accusations and suspicions on the part of some boyars, to whom he quickly said goodbye,
the boyars had to leave for service in distant monasteries, far from the centre of tsarist power.
B. Godunov's initial journey to power and his reign was remarkably successful. The turning point
comes at a historic, catastrophic moment when there was a famine in Russia in the years 16011603. The coming summer has been the coldest in five hundred years! There was practically no
crop, leading to huge starvation, prices rose to huge heights. This situation lasted for three years.
Tsar Godunov even handed out money to the poorest, ordering to open all the tsar's granaries.
Bread's price was increasing and the money was worthless. All food supplies have been exhausted.
The common people explained this catastrophe as follows: Boris Godunov was taken to the throne
illegally, and now God's retribution has taken place.
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This mass famine resulted in a large peasant uprising – “Cholopka“ uprising – from 1602-1603. It
was wild looting, a robbery in order to even survive. This uprising was led by a retinue around
Ataman Chlopek Kosolap. The insurgents by no means wanted to take power in Kievan Rus, the
Principality of Moscow, but rioted from hunger. The “Cholopes,“ were the people who were forced
to leave their masters because they did not receive food for slave labour. The Russian word
“cholopij“ meant slavish, serf.
And again, news began to spread that Tsar Dimitri, the heir to the throne after Ivan Terrible, was
alive. And suddenly, in October 1604, False Dmitry I appear on the scene, marching with a group
of Poles and Cossacks to Moscow to overthrow Godunov. The Tsarist troops defeat False Dmitry
I.
However, on April 13, 1605, Tsar Boris Godunov died suddenly. There was no indication that his
end was near. He fell away, blood rushing from his ears and nose. He passed away at the age of
53. There were a huge number of reasons and questions in the world. The tsar was said to poison
himself in a state of despair. Many claimed Boris Godunov has been poisoned. He is buried in the
Moscow Kremlin Archangel Cathedral.
The new tsar is the son of Boris Godunov, Fyodor Borisovich Godunov /he was in power for one
year-1605/. He was a wise and insightful young man. Father Godunov cared greatly about his
upbringing and education. Boyars and tsarist officials swore allegiance to him, and suddenly-death.
False Dmitry I provoked a revolt against the new tsar. Under pressure, Shuysky admitted that Tsar
Dimitri had not been killed, but some other boy. Fyodor Borisovich and his mother were murdered.
The official report of the tsar's death was: Tsar Fyodor and his mother committed suicide. They
are said to have poisoned themselves.
These dramatic historical events on the way to the peak of Russian princes, tsars, emperors and
empresses became the basis of many unforgettable, outstanding works of art, dramas, novels,
symphonies, legends, paintings, and monuments of architecture. It is their appropriate and
reasonable use in the higher education of Russian studies scholars, in accordance with all the
pedagogical-psychological principles of organizing the educational process, thanks to its
timelessness and historical truthfulness, such study can, thanks to the authenticity of the presented
teaching material. An experienced, high-quality teacher can also bring originality, credibility and
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emotional satiety to the educational process through a work of art (not only based on bare historical
facts). We will now pause for some of these artistic gems.
Modest Petrovich Mussorgsky /1839-1881/, an outstanding Russian composer, member of the
band “The Mighty Handful“, is the author of the opera “Boris Godunov“, whose libretto
Mussorgsky wrote himself based on the drama of the same name by A. S. Pushkin under the name
“Boris Godunov“ (Golovinskij, 2001). This opera from 1868-1872 is a typical Russian opera,
which was not influenced by the then Western European music currents. It was an original, typical
Russian opera. Tsar Alexander III /years of reign: 1881-1894/ initially banned the work. Mainly
because M.P. Mussorgsky drew the character of the tsar's killer in a brilliant, psychologically
detailed and convincing way. And not only that, in the opera the struggle of the feudal common
people against the Russian nobility, against the boyars, was excellently portrayed.
M. P. Mussorgsky was the first, perhaps the only creator of a real, realistic, musical drama. With
inimitable boldness and ingenious zeal through music, he expressed himself concretely and
convincingly. His naturalism is astonishing, but especially the incredible breadth of his work and
the ingenious depth of psychological immersion into the lives of the main characters. The author
of the opera “Boris Godunov“ said that art is not a goal, but above all a means of communication
with people, no matter how cruel the truth may be. Mussorgsky was able to express the most
detailed character traits not only of a specific person but also of the spirit of the common people.
It was he who indicated new tendencies in the development of the opera, he was not stencilled, but
on the contrary, true and original. He completed even the excellent dramatic text by A. S. Pushkin
it untraditionally and originally. For M. P. Mussorgsky's nation is not dumb, but on the contrary,
it is them, the strong people, who are the protagonist of his opera gem. The author of the opera
loves his nation warmly, he shows him great sympathy. It is not remorse, but on the contrary, it is
a deep compassion and understanding of his difficult position. M. P. Mussorgsky sees enormous
and inexhaustible power in the common people.
Mussorgsky put beautiful songs in the mouths of the suffering people, creating excellent scenes of
growing national resistance and dealing with boyars. He even gave way to national tears in the
person of a madman, a “god“ fool. The opera “Boris Godunov“ with its grandiose music represents
the most precious pearl of Russian music and Russian theatre. Russian world music and Russian
world theatre. In the opera, we will meet the chronicler Pimen, who primarily embodies the
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conscience of the people. We also find here the adventurer Grigory, as well as the character of the
self-righteous, wild, cheeky and chaotic Varlaam.
In the opera “Boris Godunov“ by M. P. Mussorgsky paintings of B. Godunov's family home and
life cannot miss. We have before us a loving father Boris /Godunov had a son Fyodor and
a daughter Ksenia/, and at the same time a Russian tsar who wants to create a new dynasty of
Godunov. It did not happen and history began to write its new chapter.
In 1870, the outstanding Russian playwright, writer, poet and translator – Alexei Konstantinovich
Tolstoy /1817-1875/ wrote the drama “Tsar Boris“. This represented the final part of A. K. Tolstý's
trilogy. The first part is called “Death of Ivan the Terrible“, the second “Tsar Fyodor Ioannovich“.
The trilogy was written in the years 1868-1869 (Prochorov, 1978). The author portrays Boris
Godunov not only as a talented and ambitious ruler but above all as an excellent politician, oriented
also to the West, who, from today's point of view, would resemble his successor, the great Russian
emperor Peter I. /ruled in 1682-1725/. The main characters of the play include, in addition to the
central character Boris Godunov, his wife, Maria Grigorievna, children of the B. Godunov –
Fyodor and Ksenia, Christian, Danish duke, Ksenia's groom, boyar Vasilisa Volochov, prince
Vasily Shuysky, Ambassadors of Austria, Lithuania, Sweden and many more. It is for Christian
A. K. Tolstoy to whom he pays great attention as he sings and praises Tsar Boris.
And how does the famous Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin, the most shining figure in Russian and
world literature, approach the portrayal of the Third Russian Tsar? (Majmin, 1982). The drama
“Boris Godunov“ begins in the period after 1598, e.g. after the death of Tsar Fyodor, the son of
Ivan Terrible. B. Godunov's conscience is burdened by the murder of Ivan's next son, Tsar Dimitri.
The monk Pimen, a quiet old man and chronicler monk, who witnessed this terrible event, lives in
the Chudov Monastery. He will tell his student Grigory, who will flee to Lithuania, where he will
win the favour of the Polish king and the nobility, saying that he is actually “killed“ Tsar Dimitri.
Together they organize a large army and go on the attack on Moscow. In 1604 and 1605, the
aforementioned Grigory (real name Yuri Otreepev) won the battles before Moscow several times.
At the same time, he proclaimed that the power of the tsar came from God, and at the same time
called on the common people to repent of the tsar's sins. In 1605, Boris Godunov died suddenly.
Boris Godunov's son does not get on the tsar's throne (he was shot), but the aforementioned False
Dmitry I.
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The historical theme associated with Boris Godunov was also reflected in Russian painting. There
are many artistically valuable paintings with this issue. We will mention at least some painters and
the names of their paintings: Ilya Repin and his painting “Boris Godunov at Ivan Terrible“ / Boris
Godunov u Ivana Groznogo/, K. Ivanov: “Divination to Boris Gudun“ /Predskazanie Borisu
Godunovu/, A. Kivšenko: “Tsar Fyodor Ivanovich gives Boris Godun a gold chain“ /Caŕ Fjodor
Ioannovič nadevaet na Borisa Godunova zolotuju cep´/, B. Zvorykin: “Boris Godunov“, I. Biliban:
“A cell in the Chudsky Monastery“, K. Korovin: “Coronation“ /Koronovanije/, B. Čorikov:
“Hunger in Moscow for Boris Godunov“ /Golod v Moskve pri Borise Godunove/, N. Ge: “Boris
Godunov“, A. Ja. Golovin: “Portrait of F. I. Chaliapin in the role of Boris Godunov“, K.Je.
Makovsky: “Dmitry Samvanc's spies kill Boris Godunov's son“ /Agenty Dmitrija Samozvanca
ubivajut syna Borisa Godunova/ and others.
In conclusion to this article, we can say that the authors of individual works of art about Tsar Boris
Godunov inserted into them their original artistic vision, specific representations and attitudes
based on real historical events. The subject line is basically the same for all authors, although each
of them uses a genre close to them, where the author's creativity is emphasized with a strong
psychological analysis of the characters and actions of the main characters.
On the sidelines, it is also worth mentioning that as early as 1710, the German composer, writer,
lexicographer, diplomat and music theorist Johann Mattheson wrote the opera “Boris Godunov or
the treachery made the throne of.“
In 1804 Friedrich Schiller /1759-1805/, a prominent German playwright, writer, poet, esthetician
and historian, began writing the drama “Demetrius“, in which the main character was personified
by Boris Godunov. Unfortunately, Friedrich Schiller died in the same year, leaving the drama
unfinished.
But let's go back to the present. The drama A.S. Pushkin “Boris Godunov“, directed by Vladimir
Mirzoyev went on the Russian TV screen in 2011.
In total, more than 15 films have been made about Boris Godunov in Russia so far. In 2018, the
multi-part movie “Godunov“ was premiered in Russia. Tsar was played by actor Sergei Bezrukov.
The processed historical issue is incredibly broad, saturated with historical events, people, facts,
but also conjectures. It is also a valuable legacy for our 21st century. About five hundred years
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have passed since historical events. Even in today's socio-political conditions, the unbridled desire
for power has suspiciously similar parallels compared to the 16th and 17th centuries: the detailed
technology of coups, assassinations, causing chaos and disruption under the pretext of good and
prosperity for the nation, twisting history, appointment to well-paid positions of allied “geniuses“
– the greatest fools of the time, liars, and excellently trained and rewarded, disgustingly sweet
intriguers. Even today, we see the sharp rises and dramatic falls of the sick powerful of this world,
who, at the time of the “wilderness“ of wealth and godliness, forget the one assurance of God ...
Do we still hear what we call conscience, repentance and forgiveness?
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Vybrané aspekty filozofickej reflexie športu v antike
Selected Aspects of Philosophical Reflection on Sport in Antiquity

Marián Ambrozy
Abstrakt
Štúdia má za úlohu nájsť korene reflexie športu v myslení antickej gréckej filozofie, rovnako ako
reflektovať na duchovný odkaz pôvodných olympijských hier. Usilovali sme sa hľadať záchytné
body pre reflexiu športu u Homéra, ako aj v predsokratickej filozofii. Následne sme sa zamerali
na reflexiu športu u Platóna a Aristotela. Tu sme zaznamenali konkrétne názory na úlohu športu
vo vzdelávaní a výchove, ako aj komparáciu rekreačného a súťažného športu. Isté vyjadrenia
ohľadom športu je možné nájsť aj u stoikov. Usilovali sme sa nájsť aj nepriamo súvisiace
stanoviská vybraných predstaviteľov antickej filozofie a aplikovať ich na šport. Naše úsilie sa
zameralo aj na analyzovanie duchovných koreňov olympijských hier.
Kľúčové slova: šport, olympijské hry, strážcovia, Atény, Sparta, Platón, Aristoteles, kalokagatia.

Abstract
The study aims to find the roots of the reflection of sport in the thinking of ancient Greek
philosophy, as well as to reflect on the spiritual legacy of the original Olympic Games. We tried
to find clues for the reflection of sport in Homer, as well as in pre-Socratic philosophy.
Subsequently, we focused on the reflection of sport in Plato and Aristotle. Here we recorded
specific views on the role of sport in education, as well as a comparison of recreational and
competitive sports. Certain statements regarding sports can also be found in stoics. We also tried
to find indirectly related positions of selected representatives of ancient philosophy and apply them
to sports. Our efforts have also focused on analyzing the spiritual roots of the Olympic Games.

Key words: philosophy of sport, olympics, guards, athens, sparta, Plato, Aristotle, kalokagatia.
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V modernom ponímaní možno hovoriť o filozofii športu od raných 70. rokov 20. storočia (Breivik,
2019). Napriek tomu šport v kontexte európskej kultúry dosiahol už v dobe svojho vzniku
filozofickú reflexiu. Zamerajme sa prv na reflexiu športu v antickej gréckej kultúre. Je to potrebné,
keďže neskoršia reflexia športu čerpala z edukačnej funkcie kultivujúcej individuálne cnosti, alebo
v modernom ponímaní, morálny charakter (Reid, 2012). Staroveký šport bol podľa všetkého
rozmanitejší a komplexnejší, než si to predstavujú mnohí súčasníci. Športové zápolenie v gréckych
poleis bolo organizovanou záležitosťou už pred samotným vznikom antickej filozofie. Odkaz
mýtov nám zanechal zdôvodnenie vzniku Olympijských hier sebe vlastným jazykom. „Hry boli
podľa jedného prameňa usporiadané Heraklom Krétskym na počesť nového vládcu Dia, podľa
druhého výkladu boli usporiadané na pamiatku padlého Krona (čo je symbolicky veľmi dôležité,
pretože potom by mali byť oslavovaní nielen víťazi, ale aj porazení)“ (Kalenský 2015, s. 101).
Našťastie je známy presný rok vzniku Olympijských hier. Roku 776 pr. n. l. v Európe nejestvovala
nijaká filozofia, ale organizovaný šport helénskeho sveta už začal vo svojej najvyššej organizačnej
forme. Paralelne boli usporadúvané viaceré súťaže, ktoré zahrňovali aspoň značnú časť poleis –
Pýtické hry, Isthmické hry etc. Homér, ktorý pravdepodobne žil vo 8. storočí p. n. l., opísal
olympijský štýl športového zápolenia (Reid, 2012). Vybrané aspekty športových súťaží nám
zanechal spomínaný Homér v Iliade. Zvíťaziť v takýchto hrách znamenalo požívať veľký úspech
a ocenenie naprieč rôznym gréckym štátom. Sám Homér uvádza, že niet väčšej slávy než vyhrať
Olympijské hry (Homer, Odyssea 110). Napr. v Attike mali olympijskí víťazi právo stravovať sa
v Prytaneiu. Fyzická výkonnosť bola súčasťou ideálnej predstavy o človeku, aj keď táto predstava
neznamenala iba fyzický stav človeka. Aj keď spravidla športovať mohli najmä tí, ktorí pochádzali
z bohatších vrstiev a nemuseli sa zaoberať rôznym zamestnaním, nebolo to výlučné pravidlo, ako
o tom svedčí aj Homér. „Na hrách v Olympii mohol štartovať každý slobodný a bezúhonný Grék,
ktorý predložil doklad o najmenej desaťmesačnej príprave“ (Grexa 2011, s. 42). V najvyšších
športových súťažiach sa teda zrejme objavili aj remeselníci. Najznámejšie antické grécke eposy
nám tak zanechali veľmi cenné svedectvo o najprestížnejších športových súťažiach homérskeho
obdobia antických gréckych dejín.
Miléťania i pytagorejci sa s najvyššou pravdepodobnosťou k športu nevyjadrovali, aspoň nie je
známa žiadna ich reflexia. Známy nepriateľ antických tradícií Xenofanes, podľa niektorých len
humorista, ktorý prenikol do dejín filozofie, nemal o športovcoch vysokú mienku. Kritizuje slávu
a privilégiá víťazov športových podujatí ako nezaslúžené (Xenofanes, DK B2). Domnieva sa, že
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ani sebalepšie športové úspechy a akýkoľvek počet víťazov športových disciplín nepomôžu ani
najmenej svojej materskej polis.
Attický šport bol predovšetkým spojený s armádou. Atléti a športovci vôbec dosahovali v rámci
Attiky nesmiernu popularitu a úctu. Spoločenské uznanie víťazov rôznych panhelénskych hier
bolo rovné víťazným generálom vo vojnách. Je možné hovoriť o militarizácii športu v spomínanej
polis. Jestvovalo aj niekoľko spoločných rysov medzi pravidlami športu a vedenia vojny (Cornell,
2002). Militarizácia športu v Attike znamenala aj jeho masívnejšie rozšírenie na stredné i nižšie
príjmové vrstvy. Kuriozitu znamenala účasť žien, ktorá bola možné tiež.
Spartská polis, veľmi militaristicky založený štát, vynikal najmä nepomerne vyššou zapojenosťou
slobodných žien do športu, fenomén športu bol priamo implementovaný do sústavy štátneho
vzdelávania. Agógé, vojenský výcvik, neobsahoval takmer vôbec primerané základy
vedomostného vzdelávania (Grexa, 2011).
Zaujímavosťou je, že na rôznych športových hrách sa objavili aj sofisti so svojimi vystúpeniami
(Corlett, 1996). Sofistom sa niektorými znakmi podobal Sokrates. Súčasníci ho v podstate
ponímali ako jedného z nich. Ak sa obrátime na súčasné interpretácie, zrejme najbližšie
k zachyteniu obrazu reálneho Sokrata majú práve malé sokratovské školy. Ako najvernejší žiak
Sokrata sa javí podľa Suváka (Suvák, 2019) Aischines. Platón ho vo svojom dnes už tradičnom
pohľade okrem iného vykresľuje ako extrémne fyzicky odolného muža, ktorému nevadí
ponocovanie, chlad, nepriaznivé poveternostné podmienky (Thompson, 2002). Podľa odkazu
kynikov, ktorí rovnako vychádzali zo Sokrata, šlo pravdepodobne naozaj o muža, ktorý bol
v dobrej telesnej kondícii a bol vzorom odolnosti a nenáročnosti. Podľa Xenofonta sám Sokrates
hovoril o potrebe starať sa o telo, ako aj o fyzickom výcviku pre potreby zušľachťovania
duševných vlastností.
Platón ako filozof, ktorý vyslovil aj svoje názory na usporiadanie štátu, zapája šport do štátom
organizovaného vzdelávania a výchovy. Strieborné pokolenie je trieda strážcov. Okrem toho, že
musia mať vyvinutú aj prostrednú časť duše, ktorá je spojená s odvahou, išlo o trénovanie fyzickej
pripravenosti strážcov prostredníctvom športu. Gymnastiku a športové hry považoval za spôsob
prípravy strážcov. Napriek tomu, že často apeloval na genderové rozdiely, „Platónov konzistentný
názor v knihe Republika a zákony je taký, že ženy si zaslúžia rovnaké vzdelanie v gymnastike
(tj. pohybových aktivitách) a rovnakú príležitosť zúčastniť sa atletických súťaží. Táto pozícia
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vychádza z presvedčenia, že atletika slúži ako tréning cnosti a komunity potrebujú maximalizovať
cnosť všetkých svojich členov“ (Reid 2020, s. 344).
Aristoteles sa veľa nevyslovil smerom k oblasti športu. Čosi možno azda nájsť v smere vyjadrení
úlohy športu v dobrom živote. V tomto smere možno uplatniť (mesotes), hľadanie stredu, ako ho
poznáme z etických cností. U Aristotela možno šport prirovnať k druhu užitočného remesla. Sám
Aristoteles sa v Etike Nikomachovej vyznačoval aj kritikou smerom k tým, ktorí prevádzajú šport.
Podľa neho je tréning príliš namáhavý a oberá mladých chlapcov o silu (Aristoteles 1338b381139a5). Energia sa môže vyčerpať a telo sa tak dostane do stavu horšieho, ako pred športovaním.
V tomto zmysle sa Aristoteles ohradzuje voči extrémom pri pestovaní športu. V Etike Eudemovej
hovorí Aristoteles o kalokagatii, označuje ju za cnosť, ktorá je vlastne súhrnom viacerých cností.
Helenistické obdobie filozofie je príznačné košatým stromom plným rôznych škôl, priamo alebo
nepriamo ovplyvnených Sokratom a jeho žiakmi. Veľmi rozšírenou a vplyvnou školou boli stoici.
Ich filozofia je ovplyvnená tak Platónom, ako aj Aristotelom. Je v nej zjavný vplyv Herakleita.
Rozum je od prírody, v súlade s prírodou je žiť rozumne. Cnosť je harmonický stav duše, harmónia
je základ šťastia, príroda sama poháňa človeka ku šťastiu. V tomto kontexte je potrebné pozerať
sa na šport, ako na súčasť harmonického rozvoja človeka. Prístup k športu je možno brať i cez
prizmu pokojného fanúšika. Možno tak činiť v zmysle toho, kto je zdanlivo ľahostajný alebo
neovplyvnený potešením alebo bolesťou (Stephens & Feezell, 2004). Pravda, nie v absolútnom
zmysle, no aspoň v nájdení miery. Vášeň je nadmerný pud (strach, rozkoš, túžba). Pokojný fanúšik
je teda ten, ktorý takýmto javom nepodlieha. Ovládanie sa a pokoj znamená teda aj správanie sa
fanúšikov v tomto duchu. Stoická filozofia diferencuje medzi dvoma modelmi športu. Prvý model
je šport, založený na bojovo – komerčnej podstate. Druhý model je zasa taký druh športu, ktorý je
založený na estetike a rekreácii. Spisy Marca Aurelia, stoického eklektika Senecu i literárne
nečinného Epiktéta, ktorého slová zapísal Arrianos z Nikomédie, uprednostňujú najmä esteticko –
rekreačný model. Pokiaľ tento model aj v niečom kritizujú, je to predovšetkým to, že pred
samotnou cnosťou dáva dôraz na potešenie. Vzťah stoickej filozofie k modelu športu, ktorý je
založený na bojovo – komerčnej podstate nie je príliš ústretový. To, že je orientovaný smerom na
víťazstvo, na jeho dôsledky v podobe morálnych i finančných ocenení, nepokladajú stoickí filozofi
za správne (Austin, 2020). Je to zaujímavá otázka na diskusiu aj s impaktom na súčasný šport.
Aj oblasti etiky vyslovuje svoje názory atomista Epikuros. Cieľom človeka je podľa neho rozkoš,
hoci ju nijako nedefinuje. Nepredstavuje si ju však ako identickú so slasťou. Pestovanie rozkoší
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treba viesť tak, abysme sa venovali tým, ktoré sú ľahko dosiahnuteľné a nie sú škodlivé. Šťastie
a rozkoše delí na telesné a duchovné. „Epikurejská etika ovplyvnila masové rekreačné športy,
ktoré prekvitali po prvej svetovej vojne“ (Kalita 2020, s. 32). Epikurejský pohľad na etiku síce nie
je prepojený textovo s výpoveďami o športe, možno ho však na šport aplikovať. V tomto zmysle
epikurejská etika podporuje šport, ktorý je menej namáhavý, viac blízky k prirodzenej činnosti
človeka, a to ani nie v zmysle druhu športu, ale skôr, obdobne ako pri aplikácii stoickej etiky na
šport, v zmysle akcentu skôr na jeho rekreačný, než súťaživý charakter na spôsob vrcholového
zápolenia.
Novoplatonizmus sa určite nevyslovoval o športe. U Plotina sú zmiešané vplyvy Platóna
i Aristotela. Uznáva rastlinnú dušu (Aristoteles), svetovú dušu (Platón), metempsychósis (Platón),
rieši problémy vo svete ideí riešené už Platónom etc. Duša, ktorá je treťou hypostázou môže
spadnúť i dole. Nie je to pre etickú príčinu, ale pre prepojenosť s hmotou. Sám Plotinos sa hanbil
za to, že má vôbec telo. V prípade Plotina, ale aj jeho nasledovníkov Porfyria, Iamblicha alebo
Prokla nie je priestor pre filozofiu športu, ktorá podporuje telo, ktoré je z hmoty. Cesta nahor
k Jednému je možná jedine cez extázu a tú cez šport nemožno dosiahnuť. Cesta k druhej hypostáze
je možná pomocou umenia a etiky. Sprostredkovane azda možno spojiť šport s umením a etikou,
avšak priame texty antického novoplatonizmu takéto spojenie nedokladajú.
Kyrénsku školu sotva možno spájať s nejakým pozitívnym vzťahom k športu. Rozkoš pokladajú
za najvyšší cieľ. Možná je voľná interpretácia pozitívneho vzťahu k športu ako forme relaxu.
Kyrénski filozofi asi sotva našli pochopenie pre súťaživý vrcholový šport. Rovnako ako
u novoplatonizmu, nemožno ani u Theodora a Aristippa nájsť texty, v ktorých sa vyjadrujú
k športu, atletike a podobne. Preto považujeme túto interpretáciu za veľmi voľnú.
Kynická filozofia hlásala nenáročnosť a spätosť s prírodou. Kynici vyzývali k osobnej
sebavýstavbe. Žiť čo najstriedmejšie bolo ich heslo. Treba premôcť zmyslové pokušenie, išlo im
o sebestačnosť. Človek má byť cnostný, ukáznený. Človek sa nemá dať ničím vyrušiť z kľudu, nič
ho neprekvapí, nejde mu o samotnú cnosť, nič nezháňa, ani žiakov, ani popularitu. Na ľudí sa díva
zvrchu, o nich nestojí, iba im dáva príklad. Túto filozofiu nie je ťažké spojiť s ekofilozofiou, avšak
priestor pre kladnú reflexiu športu nie je veľký. Azda možnosť starosti o seba dáva nejaký zmysel
veci športu v zmysle starostlivosti o zdravie. Navyše kynici prehlasovali, že človek sa nemá
vyhýbať námahe a fyzickej práci. Tento postoj môže znamenať i kladný vzťah voči športu.
Diogenes zo Sinope pokladal za cieľ nezávislosť. Diogenes sa „svojím asketizmom zameraným
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na dosiahnutie slobody približoval v najvyššej možnej miere k božskej dokonalosti. Týmto
dokonalým stavom bola preňho autarkia, nezávislosť v zmysle sebestačnosti“ (Škvrnda &
Zelinová 2017, s. 4). V športe spojenom s námahou možno azda vidieť realizáciu princípov
kynickej filozofie.
Skeptická etika hovorí o nevzrušiteľnosti ničím. Človek má len kultivovať sám seba. Nevieme aké
sú vlastnosti človeka, zmyslové poznanie nemôže byť kritériom vnemov, ani myslenia, tu by
zmysly a rozum boli sudcom pravdivosti o sebe samých. A potom nemá nikto pravdu v ničom,
pokoj skeptikov je spôsobený tým, že nemajú žiadne presvedčenie (Svavarsson, 2011). Poznanie
je neverifikovateľné, všetky úsudky sú ľahostajné, vždy je možné vysloviť opačný úsudok.
Pyrrhon z Elidy nejavil záujem o žiadne atletické aktivity, napriek tomu, že pochádzal z lokality
Elis, ktorá bola známa predovšetkým športom (Bett, 2018).
Šport a olympijské hry zvlášť, majú naozaj širokú filozofickú reflexiu. Nie všetky názory sú však
prijateľné. Adorno a frankfurtská škola sociálnej filozofie mýlili, keď tvrdili, že šport by bol
v podstate oblasťou neslobody, kdekoľvek je organizovaný (Lenk, 1972). Adorno sa doslova
vyslovil, že šport vracia telo k stroju a preto patrí k ríši neslobody (Grexa, 2007). Olympijský
športovec má podľa názorov de Coubertina slúžiť ako vzor aktívneho prežívania života. Je to tak
bez ohľadu na to, či je v rámci olympijských hier víťazný, alebo to tak nie je. Po vypracovaní
filozofického základu pre olympiádu volali v minulosti viaceré osobnosti. Urobil tak prezident
Brundage, ako aj Samaranch. Oficiálny olympijský leitmotív „citius, fortius, altius“ vymyslený
Didonom v roku 1891 a prijatý ako oficiálny leitmotív v roku 1894 odkazuje na morálne
progresívne zlepšovanie nielen v jednoduchosti zlepšovania rekordov (Gonzáles, 2015). Známy
olympijský slogan citius, altius, fortius niektorí navrhujú doplniť o pulchrius a humanius. Ako
kuriozitu možno poznamenať, že dnes vnímame dokonca úsilie zaradiť medzi olympijské športy
aj e-športy – porovnaj (Orlando & Parry, 2018). Olympijské hry sa opierajú o konkrétny
ideologický základ, ktorý vychádza z filozofie. Moderná olympijská charta nazýva túto filozofiu
„olympizmom“ a odvážne uvádza, že jej cieľom nie je nič menšie ako „harmonický rozvoj
ľudstva“ a podpora „mierovej spoločnosti zameranej na zachovanie ľudskej dôstojnosti“ (Reid,
2020). Myšlienky majú korene v antickej gréckej kultúre. Pochopenie olympijských hier nie je
možné bez pochopenia ich ideových základov.
Olympijské hry sa po stáročiach fungovania dostali do obdobia úpadku. Začalo to v 4. storočí pred
naším letopočtom. Podľa správ sa mali objavovať prví športovci, ktorí sa športom živili
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profesionálne. Títo ľudia väčšinou vedeli iba športovať, to bola ich obživa. Od spomínaného
storočia sa zvyšuje podiel účastníkov mimo gréckych poleis, objavuje sa aj korupcia. Podľa
Kalenského sa z nich vytratil v tom čase pôvodný posvätný charakter. Olympijské hry sa konali
až takmer do konca 4. storočia n. l., posledné boli usporiadané r. 393 (Kalenský, 2015). Ako je
známe, počas olympijských hier nesmeli byť vedené vojny, museli byť zložené zbrane. Je známe,
že „olympijské slávnosti ako najväčšia kultúrna a spoločenská udalosť gréckeho sveta sa
v priebehu 1169 rokov konali 393 – krát“ (Grexa 2007, s. 8). Novodobé olympijské hry obnovil
až barón Pierre de Coubertin roku 1896. Tie síce spočiatku nemali mieru celosvetovej popularity,
avšak po niekoľkých periódach sa dostali do pozornosti najviac mienkotvorných svetových médií.
V antickej gréckej mytológii jestvuje boh Hermés. V systéme gréckeho náboženstva je jeho úloha
byť patrónom pohybu, ako aj rôznych javov a činností, ochraňuje napríklad i zlodejov. Ako patrón
pohybu bol uctievaný aj ako ochranca telesnej obratnosti a telocviku (Kalenský, 2015). Pindaros
ho spája s olympijskými hrami. Vo vzťahu k športu sa tak Hermés vníma v rámci Pantheonu ako
významná postava.
Sayenga vníma niekoľko kontrastov pri komparácii pôvodných a moderných olympijských hier.
Menuje tri významné rozdiely. Pôvodné olympijské hry nemali žiadne rozlíšenie podľa váhových
kategórií. „V starovekých hrách bolo šesť majstrovstiev pre všetky športy bez váhových kategórií;
tri pre mužov a tri pre chlapcov“ (Sayenga 1995, s. 20). Teraz je podľa nášho autora iracionálne
mnoho kategórií v rámci jedného druhu športu. V tomto vidí prvý veľký rozdiel oproti hrám
v antike.
Za ďalšiu odlišnosť Sayenga pokladá to, že naše pravidlá nedovoľujú, aby si pri bojových športoch
súťažiaci navzájom ubližovali. To v antike nebolo regulované. V súčasnosti v tejto súvislosti
jestvujú mnohé spory o pravidlá bojových športov.
A napokon za tretí rozdiel považuje Sayenga nejestvovanie časových limitov v antických
súťažiach. Za porazeného bol vyhlásený ten, kto sám avizoval svoju porážku. Prísne časové limity
podľa tohto autora uviedli veľmi svojvoľné pravidlá na víťazstvo v bojových športoch. Sayenga
tento prístup v hodnotení bojových športov nepokladá za správny. „Dnešné súťaže sú také krátke,
že faktor vytrvalosti, ktorý bol predtým dôležitým prvkom boja proti sebe, úplne zmizol“ (Sayenga
1995, s. 20).
Ako hovorí Lenk, Coubertin’s Olympic philosophy was meant to depict a general philosophy of
striving and achieving man (Lenk, 1972). Môžeme si položiť aj inú otázku, ako možno
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identifikovať rozdiely v koncepciách niektorých prvkov olympijských hier, starovekých
a moderných (Abdallah, 2011). Autor Abdallah vníma niekoľko zásadných rozdielov. Staroveké
olympijské hry boli oslavou boha Dia, tento rozmer moderné hry už pochopiteľne nemajú. Cnosti
moderných olympijských hier nazýva cnosťami ťavy. Aj napriek účasti nehelénskych športovcov
nebol globálny charakter antických olympijských hier nijako signifikantný, boli to pôvodne
predovšetkým hry etnicky gréckych poleis. Moderné olympijské hry majú zjavne internacionálny
charakter. Ich organizátori umožňujú štartovať športovcom zo všetkých krajín sveta. Žiaľ,
náboženský charakter olympijských hier sa stal príčinou ich zániku v závere antického obdobia.
Cisár Theodosius I., ktorý definitívne rozdelil ríšu na dva samostatné celky, sa smutne preslávil
zákazom olympijských hier. Žiaľ, jeho nástupca Arkadios hry neobnovil, ani netoleroval.
Antické olympijské hry boli v každom prípade jedinečné. Spomínali sme aj jestvovanie iných než
olympijských hier. „Ten, kto zvíťazil na všetkých panhelénskych hrách, sa hrdil titulom
periodonik“ (Grexa 2011, s. 15). Najstaršou olympijskou disciplínou bol beh na vzdialenosť jeden
štadión. Postupne pribudol beh na dva štadióny, neskôr dokonca dlhý beh na viacero štadiónov,
maximálna dĺžka bolo dokonca 24 štadiónov. Špeciálnou disciplínou bol beh ťažkoodencov, ktorí
istú dobu pretekali v zbroji. Olympijskou disciplínou bolo aj zápasenie. Rovnako sa súťažilo
v boxe. V rámci bojových disciplín jestvoval aj všeboj, kombinácia zápasu a boxu (Grexa, 2011).
Medzi iné disciplíny patril hod diskom, hod oštepom. Osobitnou disciplínou bol štvorzáprah,
pretekalo sa na pretekárskych vozoch. Vyskytli sa aj konské dostihy. Ak sa niečo dá antickým
olympijským hrám vytýkať, tak podľa Grexu je to fakt, že ideál kalokagatie sa postupne rozložil.
Nahradila ho vysoká profesionalizácia športovcov.
V Olympii sa nachádzali rôzne stavby, okrem vlastného olympijského štadióna sa tam nachádzali
tri chrámy, Diov chrám bol pritom druhým najväčším chrámom v helénskom svete. Nachádzala
sa v ňom i známa socha Feidiovho Dia, jeden zo siedmych divov. Okrem štadióna stál ešte
hipodróm, Olympia samotná bola vyzdobená vyberaným gréckym umením, poskytovala tie
najlepšie ukážky (Grexa, 2011). Napriek všetkým ideálom spätým so športom a olympijskými
hrami sa, podobne ako dnes, aj vtedy v posvätných hrách našli víťazi, ktorí sa pokúsili zvíťaziť
podvodom. Pokiaľ bol taký športovec odhalený, hellanodici mu udelili pokutu. Niekedy boli
pokuty dávané aj za to, že sa športovec nedostavil na športovisko včas. Z týchto pokút, získaných
za rôzne prehrešky, potom boli spravidla zhotovené sochy Dia (Hillebrandová, 2020). Takéto
udalosti tiež bývali spojené s olympijskými hrami.
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Záver
Filozofické korene športu v antickej kultúre sú síce badateľné, ale nemožno to konštatovať
celoplošne o všetkých významných antických filozofoch. Je ťažšie ich po hlbšej analýze
vypozorovať u predsokratikov, no Platónom sa situácia mení. Platón využíva šport na zapojenie
do výchovy vo svojom ideálnom štáte. Vzory napokon mohol nájsť aj v dvoch najvýznamnejších
poleis antického sveta. V triede strážcov, v striebornom pokolení, bol šport skutočne ťažiskovým
implementom vzdelávania a výchovy. Aristoteles bol k športu pomerne kritický a v duchu svojho
mesotes uznával najmä rekreačný šport. Varuje pred telesným vyčerpaním v športe. K oblasti
športu sa vyjadruje stoická filozofia. Inklinujú k pokojným športom, založeným na rekreačnej
povahe. Šport, ktorého podstata je bojovo – súťaživá, vnímajú stoici kriticky. Kynická škola je
zložená na nenáročnosti a spojitosti s prírodou a ťaží zo Sokratovho dedičstva. O reálnom
Sokratovom pôsobení však vieme málo a tak je aj odvolávanie sa na neho v kontexte športu
hypotetické a potrebuje veľa premís. Niečo viac môžeme nájsť v duchovnom ukotvení
Olympijských hier. V prvom rade ich treba vnímať ako udalosť, spojenú s helénskym
náboženským životom. Prítomnosť humanitných ideálov zdôrazňovala požiadavka na mier počas
trvania hier, a to platilo pre všetky helénske poleis. Olympijskí víťazi boli spočiatku vnímaní ako
stelesnenie kalokagatie a veľmi oslavovaní. Neskôr miesto tohto ideálu prišla skôr éra
profesionálnych športovcov, čo kritizovali i mnohí súčasní autori. Pocty športovcom neuznával
Xenofanes, ktorý mal veľmi kritický postoj aj k tradičnému náboženstvu. Tradičné olympijské hry
boli v niečom odlišné a v niečom mali totožné disciplíny. Niektoré pravidlá boli jednoduchšie.
Nesúťažilo sa v toľkých disciplínach a nejestvovalo ani toľko kategórií. Žiaľ, tak ako
z náboženských dôvodov boli olympijské hry pôvodne otvorené, rovnako z náboženských
dôvodov boli ukončené. Obnovili sa až o 15 storočí.
Štúdia bola podporená grantom Filozofické a etické aspekty športu NP-KSV-ET-01-2021-12/SP.
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Pedagogickej fakulte Katolíckej univerzity (2010-2011), Filozofickej fakulte Prešovskej univerzity
(2010-2011). Od roku 2014 vyučuje na Vysokej škole medzinárodného podnikania ISM Slovakia
v Prešove a od roku 2015 pôsobí ako prorektor pre vedu, výskum a medzinárodné vzťahy.
Je členom redakčnej rady vedeckého rumunského časopisu – Junior Scientific Researcher. Bol
ocenený cenou rektora ISM Slovakia. Publikoval viac ako 200 vedeckých článkov a odborných
štúdií, okrem iných indexovaných a recenzovaných medzinárodných časopisov aj vo svetovej
fenomenologickej ročenke Analecta Husserliana. Aktívne sa zúčastnil na viac ako 130 vedeckých
konferenciách, okrem Slovenska a Českej republiky aj v Poľsku, na Ukrajine, v Maďarsku,
Rakúsku, Rumunsku, Bulharsku, Srbsku, Macedónsku, Moldavsku, Grécku, Turecku, Taliansku,
Iráne, Arménsku, Kosove, Veľkej Británii, Čiernej Hore, Gruzínsku, Thajsku, Nepále, Filipínach
a Chile. Zaoberá sa filozofiou fyziky, didaktikou filozofie a filozofiou vedy Martina Heideggera.
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